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1. This case has divided Qatar and Bahrain for too long. For over 60
years now Qatar has ceaselessly protested at the British decision of 1939
attributing the Hawar Islands to Bahrain. We can look back on fruitless
attempts at arbitration over more than 30 years. The Saudi mediation
between the two countries, which was to end in disappointing failure,
began more than 20 years ago. For countless decades there have been
phases of direct, invariably abortive negotiations between the two States.
And finally, for ten long years, punctuated with a whole variety of incidents, the case has officially been before this Court.
2. We would accordingly be more tlian justified in hoping that, with
the Judgment delivered by the Court today, this case will be satisfactorily
settled once and for all. Yet has this Judgment carefully identified and
met al1 the requisite criteria for success? In this respect, Our hope becomes
clouded when we consider the treatment accorded to the question of the
Hawar Islands and to that of the drawing of the single maritime delimitation line, which has, in our view, been arrived at by a somewhat novel
method that breaks with the most soundly established practices. Thus,
the provisional course of the equidistance line was determined by taking
prior account of certain special circumstances, some of which are in fact
insignificant, such as Umm Jalid, a maritime feature a few dozen metres
long, projecting 30 centimetres out of the water. The fundamental rule
that "the land douriinntes the sea" was not respected in drawing the provisional line, the Judgment having opted not to apply the mainland-tomainland method. It is al1 of this that has prompted us to write this
opinion.
3. The parties involved in a lawsuit must have the good sense to assess,
calmly and realistically, their respective gains and losses - which are
sometimes unavoidable in a judicial settlement. Today's Judgment is
what it is. But it stands. It is our hope that the Parties will manage to
draw from this situation - but above al1 from the infinite resources
offered by their common genius - the will to set off again with confidence along the road of co-operation and to restore mutually beneficial
relations through a dialogue that will transcend their difficulties or frustrations.

4. The question of the Hawar Islands is a highly sensitive one for both
Bahrain and Qatar. It is a subject that carries an exceptional emotional
charge for the people of the two States and one about which they feel
exceptionally strongly.
5. For Bahrain, losing the Hawar Islands would be a truly alienatingcupitis diminutio - indeed alienating in the extreme, because a large part
of a smafl country would be amputated. It would also involve the loss of
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a vestige of bygone splendour, a remnant of the now-distant era when
Bahrain held sway over virtually the entire Gulf, and indeed over the
Qatar peninsula itself. For Bahrain, Hawar represents a fundamental
political myth, like those existing in many countries. In the age-old conflict between France and Germany, now fortunately laid to rest, the question of Alsace-Lorraine, among other highly flammable flashpoints, was
like the flint that invariably sparked off a war. To some c.rtcnt, Hu~vuri.7
Buhuain's "Alsuce-Lorrrririe ".
6. For Qutür, the loss of, o r failure to recover, the Hawars through the
jOrcc of 1u)13, before a court for whose jurisdiction Qatar vigorously
fought, would give rise to a sense of disappointment as intense as its confidence in international justice was great. At the end of every day for 61
years now, each and every Qatari sees his lost illusions swept away on the
waves of the daily ebb. Each day, when the tide goes out, every Qatari
can walk, without getting his feet wet, those few hundred metres
even
less in some places
separating him from the Hawars . . .
-

--

7. Why then should anyone be surprised that the taste in the mouths
of the crowd, both in Bahrain and in Qatar, is a Sour one? It is more
essential than ever that judicial settlement fulfil to the utmost its calming,
peace-making function in a case such as this, where each Party fears
being unjustly despoiled by a Judgment depriving it of the Hawars.

8. Thus, for the Court to satisfy both Parties under the circumstances
is a n arduous and well-nigh impossible task, and yet the decision must be
rendered strictly under the law and rigorous care must be taken to avoid
handing down any form of judgment c s aequo et bono! However, it is
clear that the fact that this bitter dispute has persisted for so long in any
case imposed an extra duty on the Court. What we mean by this is that in
ruling, in deciding solely in accordance with international law, the Court
was nevertheless duty-bound to seek out, from among the possible solutions, that which appeared to be the most pacifying and likely to cause
the least dissatisfaction on either side.
9. The American judge Philip Jessup, in his dissenting opinion in the
South West Afiicu case, wrote that international law must not be regarded
as an antiquated compendium of dead letters, dating back to a long-gone
period in the history of the world: "the standard to be applied by the
Court rnust hc ono ii+iic.li tukcs uccount of' the vieivs rrnd u t t i t u d ~ ~ofs the
contcnlporurj) intcrn~rtiotiuic.ot?lmunity" .

'

' I.C.J. R i ~ p o r t s1966. p. 441 : emphasis acided.

Two authors, Garry Sturgess and Philip Chubb, have further stated
that :
"The case in question demoiistrated [that] law is not something
that is apart from reality, apart from politics . . . The case highlights
the delicate line the Court must tread. It generally attempts in its
judgment to include some statements that make the decisions at least
purtly at.ceptuble to the losers; it is never highly critical o r abusive.
The trick indeed, is to try to make the decision carry as little pain for
the /oser as possible, to t r ) , to uvoid muking the Court itselj'unpopuI(rr with any part of the international Community."'

10. It would be wrrong to think for a single moment that al1 this is
peculiar to international fora. The same problem of rejection of judicial
decisions by public opinion exists within States and sometimes takes on
alarming proportions, ranging from displays of popular emotion to acts
of violence. Whether national o r international, justice is therefore bound
to be concerned with ensuring that it is accepted, through decisions
which, while articulating the state of the law, must not completely ignore
the stute of'puhlic. opinion. One author has remarked that "Judges d o not
live in isolation. Their opinions are subject to criticism, and they are, and
should be, influenced by popular reaction. The process often works in
subtle ways . . ."'
1 1. The Soutlz We.rt Ajricu case provides confirmation of the view held
by Chaïm Perelman, who wrote: "It is indeed rare for legal reasoning to
be able to lead, like . . . the proof of a mathematical theorem, to a compelling conclusion." Courts, whether domestic o r international, are also
îaced, in a particularly acute manner, with the problem of the "sociul
ut~c~eptabilit~~"
of their decisions? '711fact", as Stéphane Rials added, "in
spite of the majesty which attaches to their decisions, courts cannot dispense with techniques which will make their judgments more persuasive
and enhance their lepitirna~y"~.
12. This is true LI fortiori of the International Court, which is so
dependent, for the referral of cases to it and for its jurisdiction, on the
consent of States. In the So~rth Clfest Africrr case, the Court had in
advance robbed the technical solution put forward by it of any substance,
so that it could only appear to the public as a derisory expedient once the
Court had accepted jurisdiction and agreed that the Application was
Garry Sturgess and Philip Chubb, Jullgirig flic Worltl Cour!
Lirii tint1 Politi<,sin tlrc
Fl.orltl's Lcutlir~g court.^, 1988. Chap. 7. "The Courts in Collision", p. 213; emphasis
added.
' Norman Redlich, " J ~ ~ d g eass Instruments of Democracy". in Tlicz Rolc of flic Courts
in So<,ic,ij.,ed. Shimon Slietreet. 1988, Chap. I I . pp. 149-156.
Chüïm Perelman. Lo,qiclirt,jlrridicluc~.tiour.c,llc, rl~i.ioricluc~.1976, pp. 7 and 9.
' Lrs ('ollrs tic, tlroit, 1050. pp. 429 and 451. quoted by Stéphane Rials. "Les standards.
notions critiques du droit". in Chaïnl Perelman and Raymond Vander Elst, Lr.5 notioii.~(i
c ~ ~ r r r < ~ r itrritrhlt,
rir
rJri iiroit. travaux du Centre national de recherches de logiquc. Brussels.
1984. pp. 39-53, at p. 46.
-
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admissible. The opinion and expectations of the "public" are an important factor, constituting what is referred to by some authors as "inj'ruclroit" '.

13. Whc~tIlus tlie Court done in the present case? In order to convince
the Court, the Parties have argued at length on the following grounds of
law put forward by each of them on the question of the Hawars:
the existence of an original title;
( h i the presence of gffi>ctivitPs;
( c ) the legal principle of proximity and the matter of territorial integrity;
(ri) the map evidence;
( c i the principle of uti possicletis juris; and lastly,
(,Othe British decision of I I July 1939 awarding the Hawars to
Bahrain.

((1)

Far from examining al1 of these grounds and according them such full
value as they deserved to be given as support for the position of one or
other of the Parties, the Court deliberately ignored the first five, in order
to base its solution on the British decision of 1 1 July 1939 ulone.
14. A choice that is both questionable and hazardous. Questionable
because, particularl!i where territorial disputes are concerned, the first
intellectual step norrnally undertaken is rather to seek an original historical legal title, irrespective of whether or not it is currently still effective.
Questionable also because, by not responding as it should to the numerous other legal grounds argued by the Parties, the Court leaves them (and
anyone reading the Judgment) with the regrettable impression that it has
only given the Parties a very incomplete hearing on matters which they
however considered to be crucial. In other words, the Court has thus
taken the risk not only of rendering an incorrect judgment but also of
failing to give a complete ruling. The Court thus exposes itself to the
danger of charges of having ruled "infiupetitcr". A hazardous choice, moreover, as the nature of the present case is not such as to enable various
grounds to be so easily dispensed with simply because the examination of
" André-Jean Arnaud, Criticlire (1' Itr r.oi.~onj~rridiquc,. Oir i8ulu .\o<.iol»gic, tilt tiroir >.
LGDJ, 1981. in parti<:ular his arguments entitled "Repères pour une exploration
méthodique de l'infra-droit". pp. 325 tJtsiJc/."L'urtrt~t-dirr-droif ". to use the term employed
by the author, is made iip of a number of factors. objective and subjective. which. in the
popular imagination, re.,illy shtipe a court decision beiore it is delivered, and fuel public
expectation: levels of consciousness and legal culture. i.e., conformist or revolutionary
tetidencies on the part of the public - together with more subjective Factors made u p of
attitudes. opinions. types of behaviour. heliefs. images, and so on.
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one ground would definitely and indisputably - so it is believed - produce the solution, thereby relieving the Court of the need to examine any
other grounds. In this case, as indeed in many others, the solution
derived from one ground could be strongly contradicted - effectively
undermined and set at naught
by others. The science of international
law does not have thle rigour and logical certainty of the mathematical
sciences, in which one line of reasoning must inevitably completely exclude
o r render superfluous any other. This is demonstrated by the fact that, in
international law, one does not halt at the first result in a territorial
award, but then goes on to see whether a "better title" exists.
15. Let us begin by considering the British decision of 1 1 July 1939, by
which the United Kirigdom awarded the Hawars to Bahrain and which is
the legal ground on which the Court has based its entire Judgment. In
Our view, that decisicin cannot constitute the requisite "better title". And
that is what we must first show. We regret that, in so doing, we are
obliged to attack at the very heart of the Judgment.
-

II. T H EBRITISH
DECISION
OF 1 1 JULY1939
16. The Court ruled on the question of sovereignty over the Hawar
Islands solely on the basis of the British Government's decision of 1 1 July
1939. According to the Court, that decision was binding on Bahrain and
Qatar at the time it was adopted and was opposable to them notwithstanding the subsequent protests of the Sheikh of Qatar. The Court states
that its "conclusion . . . on the basis of the British decision of 1939 makes
it unnecessary for the Court to rule on the arguments of the Parties based
on the existence of an original title, c~f2ctivités,and the applicability of
the principle of uti po.rsidetis juris to the present case" (Judgment,
para. 148).
17. The Court thus made the deliberate, hazardous choice, analysed
above, of deciding a territorial dispute on the basis of a decision of questionable legal value and to dispense with careful consideration of the
other grounds advaiiced by the Parties in support of their arguments,
namely whether o r riot the principle of uti possideiis ,jurisand the principles of geographical proximity and territorial unity applied to the case
and whether there kvas an original title o r c:ffic.ti~~iti..s.
The Court thus
chose not to apply the relevant principles of law and avoided drawing the
inescapable conclusiconsthat followed from consideration of the international treaties, of applicable customary law relating to islands, of maritime law and of the substantial map evidence.
18. The Court's treatment of the subject of sovereignty over the Hawar
Islands might have been convincing had the Court carried through with
its task and performed in full the judicial mission incumbent upon
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it. However, not only did the Court decline to examine the substantive validity of the British decision of 1 1 July 1939, even though it had
been invited to d o so by the Parties - which in itself exposed it to
the risk of ruling " i ~ ! f r petitu"
u
-- but ils consideration of the formal
validity of that decision was, further. both incomplete and lacking in
credibility.
19. With respect to the specific question of the Hawars. which entails
important consequences for the maritime delimitation, the entire legal
edifice constructed b:y the Court thus rests on a single foundation, the
British decision of 1939, and that foundation is itself particularly flimsy,
in that it led the Court to conclude that the consent given by both Parties
in 1938 to Great Britain to take that decision was free of any defect. Yet,
as we shall show, the Sheikh of Qatar's consent was clearly vitiated by
the existence of frautl

20. But before undertaking an examination of the questionable circumstances under which the decision was taken, it is worth quoting
at this point a comrnent made in 1964 by Christopher Long, a senior
Foreign Office official, who, in summarizing the events of 1938-1939,
admitted the followirig:
"Neiflier qf tlie tii30 RuIers ivus usked beforrhund to promise his
consent to the aizlurd, nor ufterii,urd.s to givr it. H.M.G. simply
'made' the awarti. Although it followed the form of an arbitration to
some extent, it was imposed frorn crhove, and no question of its validity or otherwise was raised. It was quite simply a decision which was
taken for practical purposes in order to clear the ground for oil
concessions."

'

21. In other words, the Foreign Office itself acknowledged in 1964 that
the 1939 decision hatl been "imposed from above" and that the Ruler of
Qatar had not promised in advance to accept the content of that decision.
This clearly means tlnat, however it might have been characterized, that
decision could not be regarded as binding.
22. But statements like that of Christopher Long are not only to be
found ufier the decision was taken. Critical views were also expressed
within those same British diplomatic circles hqfor' the 1939 decision was
adopted. The Minute drawn up on 30 December 1937 by Rendel, one
such British senior official, States: "As regards the Hawar Islands at
No. 17, 1 cannot help regretting that the India Office went so far as they
seem to have done in allotting these islands to B a h r a h W x
More generally, the file submitted to the Court shows that the fact that

' Reply of Bahrain,

Vol. 2. Ann. 2. p. 4 ; emphasis added.
Reply of Qatar. Vol. 3. Ann. 111.56. p. 349.

the Hawars belongetl to Qatar was not disputed prior to the "provisional" decision of 1036.

23. It is important to recall the facts and circumstances which led to
the British decision of 1 1 July 1939. This is particularly necessary because
the Judgment, far from describing the exact historical context of that
decision, confined it:;elf, in paragraphs 118 to 135, to citing the most
immediate of the eveints occurring between 10 May 1938 and 25 September 1939. More cruci;il facts capable of shedding light on the British decision of 1939 are to be found in the "quulités", at the very beginning of the
Judgment, far removed from the discussion devoted to consideration of
the 1939 decision, and thus separated from that discussion and intermingled with other points.
24. As we shall shiow below in considering the question of historical
title, it was acknowledged, at least until 1936, that Hawar appertained to
Qatar, as a result of historical consolidation and the recognition of
Qatar's title. The challenge raised to Qatar's title may be explained by the
conjunction of the local policy of certain British representatives and the
rush for oil with the advent of off-shore exploration. A confidential letter
of 30 July 1933 from Gastrell, British Political Agent in Bahrain, to the
British Political Resident in the Gulf, referred to the reluctance on the
part of the Ruler of Bahrain and his son to designate by name the islands
to be included in the area of the oil concession granted by Bahrain. In a
telegram dated the next day, 31 July 1933, to the Government of India,
the Political Resident in the Gulf accepted this suggestion but did however state that "Hawar Island is clearly not one of the Bahrain group"'.
25. On 28 April 1936, following the Ruler of Bahrain's discovery that
the "unallotted area of Bahrain" for which he could grant a new oil concession comprised less than half of the land territory of the main Bahrain
Island, Muharraq, Sitrah, Nabi Salih and Umm Na'asan, Charles Belgrave, the Political Adviser to the Ruler, presented to his superior, the
British Political Agent, a formal claim of title to the Hawar Islands on
behalf of the Ruler of Bahrain. The elements of the claim were set out in
a document the text of which began as follows: "In connection ~viththe
present nc)gotiurion.s fi~r rrn oil r.onr.rssion over the territory of Bahruin
fishichis not ir~cludedin thc~1925 oil conccs.riotz." ' O They related to islands
the majority of which lie within the 3-mile belt of Qatar's territorial sea.
This fact of geography is not disputed.
,

26. Here is the account given in the confidential Foreign Office minute
dated 10 June 1964, entitled "Sovereignty over Hawar Island" and signed

" Mernorial of Qatar, 'Vol. 6, Ann. 111.88, p. 451.
"' Mernorial of Qatar, Vol. 7. Ann. 111.103, p.

17
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by Christopher Long. of the events following Bahrain's claim:
"3. The first stage was from April to July, 1936. In a letter
dated April 28, 1936, (E3439) the Political Agent, Bahrain, reported
that Bahrain, .stimulutecl hy prospective oil concessionaires, liud put
filrivcwd a c.lui/n to Hu,i~ur.He oh.scri.1r.s thut ' i f tnigl~t. . . suit u.r
politicull~~
to lzui'e us large un urea us possible includod under Buhruin.' T11e P01itic:ul ResiUIL'nt ~ u p p o r t ~tllis
d attitude and the mutter
\ras di.~cussetl,togctlicr with reluted oil questions, ut u meeting in
Whitehull. As a result, in a letter to Mr. Skliros of Petroleum Concessions Liinited., dated July 14, 1936, it was stated that 'on the basis
of the evidence at present before H.M.G. it appears that Hawar
belongs to the Skiaikh of Bahrain, and that the burden of disproving
his claim would lie on any other potential claimant.' (E 4490.)"
27. This decision of 9 July 1936 by the British Government was notified to Charles Belgrave, who conveyed it to the Ruler of Bahrain and to
Skliros of Petroleurri Concessions Limited, but not to the Sheikh of
Qatar. The Sheikh was informed neither of Bahrain's forma1 claim of
28 April 1936 to the Hawars nor of the British decision of 9 July 1936
and was not made a participant, either directly or indirectly, in the various steps in the process, even though the British Government must have
been aware that most of the islands in question lay within three miles of
the Coast of the Qatari peninsula and that Qatar regarded them as
belonging to it. Thus, at'ter flying over them in 1934, the Royal Air Force
had stated that they were part of Qatar's territory. Moreover, between
1933 and 1934. early in the negotiations over the granting of an oil concession, British officiials in the Gulf and in London had had no doubt
that the islands appertained not to Bahrain but to Qatar. Although the
British Government stated that the 1936 decision was based on the evidence before them, it clearly had not escaped them that neither the
Annual Reports of the Government of Bahrain nor Belgrave's "Diary"
contained any mention whatsoever of the Hawar Islands or of any
administration of those islands by or on behalf of the Ruler of Bahrain;
at most, ail we find is a reference to Weightman's visit to Hawar on
15 April 1938.
28. The foregoing thus demonstrates that the 1936 decision was not
taken on the basis of the available evidence, but rather in spite of and
against that evidence, and, even though it was characterized as "provisional", its significance and practical effect could hardly have been underestimated. It was a definitive statement of the principles guiding British
policy with respect to offshore concessions in the area concerned.

' ' Reply of Bahrain, Vol. 2, Ann. 2, p. 2: emphasis added.
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29. Nevertheless, in order to soften the foreseeable reaction by the
Ruler of Qatar, the British authorities stated that the decision was provisional and that a final decision would not be taken until any claims
which the Ruler of Qatar might have had to those islands had been considered. These precautions came to nothing, for Belgrave was at pains to
indicate that the Ruler of Bahrain would include the Hawars on the list
of his possessions. Consequently. subsequent negotiations for oil concessions in Bahrain's "unallotted area" were conducted on the basis that the
Hawars were part of Bahrain and that the Ruler of Bahrain alone was
entitled to grant a concession covering those islands. The competent
British authorities, in the Gulf and in London, also acted on the basis
that the Hawar Islands belonged to Bahrain.
30. The British authorities allowed oil companies to continue to negotiate with the Ruler of Bahrain alone for a concession covering the whole
of the unallotted arecdo r just the Hawar Islands, as if they had already
made a final decision that those islands belonged to Bahrain. Moreover,
the inevitable conseqiuence of the "provisional decision" of 1936 was that
the burden of disproving Bahrain's claim to the islands was placed on
Qatar, even though the proposa1 later sent to the Ruler of Qatar did not
include the evidence on which Bahrain based its claim. Thus, the Ruler of
Qatar was not given an opportunity to rebut Bahrain's arguments.
3 1. It was against this background that, on 10 May 1938, the Ruler of
Qatar told Weightman, the then Political Agent of Great Britain, that
Hawar "is, by its natiural position, a part of Qatar" and "belongs to it" 12.
It was on this basis tlnat he protested against Bahrain's initial occupation
of the north of Jazir,at Hawar. Referring to the relations between Qatar
and Great Britain, h e requested the latter to "do what is necessary in the
matter so as to avoid any trouble which may cause a breach of peace" 13.
In his reply of 28 May, Weightman referred to Bahrain's claim to the
Hawar Islands and stated the following:
"It is indeed a fact that by their formal occupation of the Islands
for some time past the Bahrain Government possess a prima facie
claim to them, but 1 a m authorised by the Honourable the Political
Resident to say that even s o His Majesty's Government will be prepared to give the fullest consideration to any formal claim put forward by you to the Hawar Islands, provided that your claim is supported by a full and complete statement of the evidence on which
you rely in asserting that you, as Shaikh of Qatar, possess sovereignty over thern." l 4
"

Mernorial of Qatar. Vol. 7, Ann. 111.150. p. 255

' ' Ihirl.. p. 256.
'* Ihirl., Ann. 111.156. pp. 281 and 282.
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32. Weightman added that meanwhile the British Government "will
not be prepared to prohibit or restrict"I5 Bahrain's occupation of the
islands. In his reply of 27 May to the Political Agent. the Sheikh of Qatar
agreed in the followirig terms to having the proceedings for settlement of
the problem conducted by the British: "1 am very grateful to you for the
good expressions coritained in your letter and 1 am also thankful to His
Majesty's Government who will, us you said, decide the matter in the
light of truth and justice." l " On 30 May Weightman and the Sheikh met
in Doha. Then, on 15 June, the Sheikh wrote to Weightman reminding
him that during his visit, "1 thanked you for informing me that you were
going to investigate the matter very thoroughly so that the facts may
become clear, and His Majesty's Government may be able to decide the
matter in the light of justice and equity" 17.
33. This was the specific context, further complicated by competing
British and American oil interests, in which Great Britain took its decision on 1 1 July 1939, which it notified by means of two identical letters to
the Rulers of Bahrain and Qatar and by which it attributed the Hawars
to BahrainIX.

34. We agree with the majority of the Court that the British decision
of 1939 is not an arbitral award and therefore does not have the force of
rrs judicatu. We support the Court's reasoning and agree with it that the
characteristic features of an arbitral award are lacking here. The British
decision is a politicail or administrative decision and, as such, constitutes
a simple historical fa~ct.
35. However, according to the Judgment, that decision is still legally
binding today on the two Parties, as a result of the consent given by each
of them in 1938 to tlne local representatives of the United Kingdom. We
wish to state Our total disagreement on this point.
36. As the Judgment pointed out, correctly noting in passing the similarity between the present case and the DuhuilSharj(r11 case, the consent
of the Rulers was of course required. We accept that, in the circumstances of this case and taking due account of the nature of the relationship between Bahrain and Qatar and the United Kingdom, such consent
was necessary. But, in the Judgment now handed down by the Court,
that consent is artificially examined, detached from its temporal context
and, in sum. analysed in a totally abstract manner.
37. In order to reach the conclusion that the British decision was and
remains binding on the Parties, the Judgment deemed the consent of the
"

Mernorial of Qatar. Vol. 7, Ann. 111.156, p. 282.

l7

Ibitl.. Ann. 111.160, p. 307.
Mernorial of Bahrain, Vol. 5, p. 1176.

'" Ihitl.. Ann. 111.157. p. 287; emphasis added.
"
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Ruler of Qatar to be indivisible. Since consent to the procedure implied
consent to the substantive decision, the protests of the Sheikh of Qatar
were accordingly heltl to be without legal force: made "after the event",
they simply expressed the disappointment of their author.
38. In the present case, the indivisibility of the consent has not been
established; it is simply presumed. In political terms, the nature of the
relationship between the protecting Power and the protected State did
not permit the use of any language other than the deferential terms in
which the local rulers expressed themselves; thus to interpret that language as evidence of consent to the renunciation of territorial jurisdiction
is in reality to give the opposite sense to the natural meaning of the words
and conduct in 1939. In legal terms, when the Judgment invokes against
Qatar its consent to i.he substance of the 1939 decision - a consent that
was in reality hypothetical - , it reproaclies Qatar with its failure
to abide by a decision with which it had already been threatened in
veiled terms since 1037. Independently of the fraudulent nature of the
manœuvres of the British representatives, the question is whether
Qatar was legally bound to abide by the decision. The answer must be
a negative one. i n tize mrlttrr of' territorj>. consent to u rcnunciution of
sovereigrzty ctrnnot hc prrsutned; the renunciatiorz must hr expressrd urzd
'stuhlished in unequii~ocaltcrn7.r. This is an absolute rule in international

law. Agreement to a power on the part of the United Kingdom to
dispose of sovereignly over the Hawar Islands has not been established.
Consent to the procr:edings, even supposing that it was validly given yuod non
did not signify automatic consent to the final decision. There
is iiothing in the evidence submitted to the Court, and in particular in
the letters of Qatar cited in the Judgment, to show that Qatar gave its
consent to be legally bound by the future decision.
39. We repeat that, in a case such as this, consent had to be express,
iqformcd and Jieely g i w n . This was not the case. Paragraph 141 of the
Judgment, which deals with the question of the forma1 validity of Qatar's
consent, is determinative in that it demonstrates, with a certain surrealism, the construction. unfounded in reality. which the Judgment places
upon that consent. This paragraph is worth quoting:
-

"while it is true that the competent British officiais proceeded on the
premise that Bahrain possessed prima facie title to the islands and
that the burden of proving the opposite lay on the Ruler of Qatar,
Qatar cannot maintain that it was contrary to justice to proceed on
the basis of this premise iixhrn Qtrtur hud hertz irgbrr?zcldbcjbrr ugreri r ~ gto the procédure thut tl2i.s ivould occur und Izud c o n ~ e r ~ to
t ~ tlie
d
procceding.~heirzg c ~ ~ t ~ d u coil
t c dtlrut husis"

'" Emphasis added

' '.
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In effect, already iri this one paragraph, the Court's Judgment stands
at the threshold of the issue of fraud, only then t o shy away from it.
40. What exactly happened in fact? We have to restore the entire context and not content ourselves with abstract reasoning. Under the AngloQatari Treaty of 1916, and pursuant to the assurances given in the 1930s,
which were linked to the agreement by Qatar in 1935 to grant an oil concession, the British Giovernment had guaranteed the territorial integrity
of Qatar. Despite this. in 1936 it took the decision falsely described as
"provisional". whereby it breached this undertaking to respect territorial
integrity. What is more, it saw to it that Qatar was not informed of this.
Already. and by this fact alone, it may be said that Qarur's con.sc.nt I O tlze
procredings iiws not an informrd consent. The British decision of 1936
was not only concealled from the Ruler of Qatar, but, further, did not
retain the "provisiona~l" status with which it had been characterized, since
from 1937 Bahrain had begun to occupy the north of Jazirat Hawar with
the support of the British representatives. That rendered the decision irreversible. The fraudulent intent is thus clearly established. How, in these
circumstances, could the United Kingdom commence in May 1938 a procedure under which it acted as if it had never taken any prior decision?
At the time of Weighitman's exchange of letters on the procedure with the
Ruler of Qatar in May 1938, the decision had in fact already been taken
since 1936 and implemented since 1937. If one had to draw a parallel.
albeit white remaining within the parameters specific to each particular
case, one might compare this situation with that described in Article 17
of the Statute of the Court, which prohibits any Member of the Court
froin hearing a case if he had already dealt with it in the past in any
capacity.
41. But there is triore to it than this. When the Ruler of Qatar discovered the first signs of occupation by Bahrain of the northern part of
Jazirat Hawar, he ccsmplained about this "interference" to the British
Government, meeting its representative, Weightman, in February 1938. The
British Government failed to disclose to him, either at that time, o r in the
course of the exchange of letters in May 1938, the existence of the decision taken by it in 11936, which effectively authorized these first manifestations of Bahrairii occupation. This justifies a reading of the situation which prevailecl at the time of the correspondence of May 1938
altogether different from that given by paragraph 141 of the Judgment
quoted above. Thus everything happened as if the United Kingdom
wanted to demonstrate to the Ruler of Oatar that this Bahraini ocCuDation was a n occurrence independent of Britain's wishes, that it was
entirelv unconnected with the 1936 decision (which Britain continued to
conceal), that it was bound to regard the occupation as a fact tending
rather to encourage iit in the belief that prima facie the Hawars belonged
to Bahrain and, finally, that it would not seek to put an end to that occupation without first hearing any arguments from Qatar showing that the
occupation was contrary to law. From this we can see that the exchange
of letters of May 1938, with its true context and full significance restored,

.
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disclosed a situation which prevented Qatar's consent from being fully
informed. This ivas un operution in four stages: jîrst, non-disclosure of
the esistcnce of the 1936 decision; then alloir,ing crc.dencc to the notion
tliat the result~lnt B(~1zrainioccupution ivus totully independent of that
using thut occupution us CL prete.ut to support the
decision; then, hoi~ev~er.
vieil. thtrt "at first sig,htWthe Huirurs helongcd to B~lhrain:and, ,final!,'.
doing rîothing to intrrrupt thtrt oc<.uputionun1c.s.s und until clrgunzcnts to
thcl corîtrurj, iivrr provitked h.1~ Qatar.
42. In such a context and in these circumstances, it is surreal to contend that the Ruler of Oatar. thus "informed" of the British mima facie
belief, was in a position to refuse to "participate in the proceedings on
that basis". Moreover, in complaining to the United Kingdom about
Bahrain's illegal occupation, the Ruler of Qatar was in n o way throwing
open to debate o r submitting for decision his sovereignty over the Hawars.
And on 27 May 1938 he confirmed this view of the situation: "1 now submit my forma1 complaint against the steps taken by the Bahrain Government in islands belonging to others . . ."20 It is here that the equivocation,
manifestation of fraiid, becomes apparent. Qatar was not seeking any
decision from the United Kingdom on the matter of its sovereignty over
the Hawars at a time when, unknown to it, those islands had already
been awarded to Bahrain under the secret British decision of 1936.
43. T o complete the picture, it should be noted that it was not only the
1936 decision that was not communicated to Qatar. The official claim to
the Hawars made by Bahrain in April 1936 was not conveyed to Qatar
either. Moreover, Qatar was kept in ignorance of al1 the documents
exchanged before thie final decision of 1939. Belgrave's "Preliminary
Statement" of 1939 Iiad never been conveyed to Qatar, although it had
already been analysed in the Weightman Report of 22 April 1939, "0ii.nership of' the Huivur I.slr~ntls",on which the British decision of 1939 was
founded.
44. It is thus a semblance of "consent". coloured bv Dretence and
equivocation. that the Judgment seeks to rely on, in relation both to procedure and to substance. whereas that consent. which was in anv event
confined to the procedure, was tainted by fraud. A consent w h c h neither express, nor fully informed, nor freely given - has, moreover,
been stripped of its entire vitiating context, and in particular of the whole
illuminating sequence of events prior to the exchange of letters of May
1938. How could it be said that this consent to the proceedings, tainted
and invalid as it was, could create a n obligation to be bound by the
British decision of 1939, which was in any case merely the prior
decision of 1936?
45. As we have already pointed out earlier, high officials of the Foreign Office and the lndia Office moreover recognized subsequently that

.

d
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the 1939 decision hadl been imposed on the Ruler of Qatar, whose "consent" possessed neither the character nor the scope to render it equivalent
in law to a n express, informed and freely given consent.
46. The conclusiori that the Court should have reached was that this
consent was nul1 and void. In consequrncr, the British decision q/ 1939
couid not propcrly sc,.i1c L Z S title,fbr. an alrurd oj' the Huicur.~to Buhrairz.

47. So far, we have confined ourselves to an analysis of the formal
validity of the British decision of 1939. We must now examine its substantive validity, despite the fact that its formal invalidity would have
obviated the need to consider the issue of its substantive validity. However, we must now explain why we go on to deal with this second question, even though it is superfluous, for, if the Court had considered it,
then it would at least have been able, in the terms of its own logic, to
reach a n u n~inirnasolution, that is to say a solution that shared the
Hawars, taking account in so doing of Bahrain's eJfi.c.tivités.

48. Let us now undertake an alternative reading of the Court's Judgment on the Hawars. that Judgment having confined itself to examining
th^ purelj~ji>r.rîirrl vuliditj3 of the British decision of 1939, stopping short
of the issue of vitiation of consent which, tliough manifest, it refused to
acknowledge. But, in addition, the Judgment avoided examining thc sub.sturztive vulidity of the decision. This aspect is touched upon in a somewhat superficial manner in paragraph 140 of the Judgment, which does,
however, rightly point out that the British Government had undertaken
to give its decision "in the light of truth and justice". although n o conclusion is drawn from this albeit significant point. It is clear that, in so
doing. the majority of the Court sought to avoid evaluating the strength
of the cyfi.ctivitl:.s relied upon by Bahrain. These, in the general view, are
too weak to justify the award of the Hawars to that State. It is thus not
through recourse to this matter of c/fi.ctivitl:s that a better title in favour
of Bahrain may be found.
49. But let us linger a little longer over this question to see if the Court
could not have fountl some solution other than the award of the Hawars
in toto to one Party alone, taking as Our starting point the very logic
which inspired the Court.
50. The famous Bahraini formula" unreservedly accords us the power
to rule on the Sate of the 1939 decision, and thus, where necessary. to
confirm it, annul it, amend it. adjust it, o r quite simply to interpret it in
"

such a way as would irestore its interna1 coherence. The formula reads as
follows: "The Parties request the Court to decide any matter of territorial
right o r other title o r interest which may be a matter of difference
between them . . ."
51. Let us digress for a moment. 1s it not clear that this "Bahraini formula" (which, as its riame suggests, had been proposed by Bahrain) can
and must be regarded as a n invitation to the Court not t o take any
account of the principle of u/ipo.ssidptisjuris and thus to submit the British decision of 1939 to whatever examination, criticism, o r even sanction
that it might merit? Thus it seems to us that, whereas the principle of uti
possidetis juris could tie our hands and oblige us purely and simply to
confirm the 1939 decision, the Bahraini formula on the contrary fully
relieved us of that obligation and invited us freely to examine that decision. It will also be noted in passing that to argue that the Hawars
belonged to Bahrain by virtue of uti possidctis juris exposed Bahrain,
which had sought to d o so, both to a difficulty and to a risk. It would
have been difficult tcl show that there was a Bahraini Dresence on the
Hawars at the date of independence - a presence based on cflectivités
that are sparse, not to Say insignificant, and hence incapable of substantiating that presence. And, above all, Bahrain risks undermining from
within its legal strate,gy founded on the principle of uti po.ssidetis juris.
Bahrain has claimed both Hawar and Zubarah: the former was under
Bahraini authority at the date of independence, the latter under the
authority of Qatar ori the same date. The legal strategy chosen by Bahrain would thus have enabled it to gain Hawar only by losing Zubarah, if
uti possideti.~juri.s
which Bahrain could not invoke in the former case
without doing so in the latter - were applied consistently. We now
return to the matter at hand.
53. I t should be noted that the 1939 decision on which the Judgment
has opted to found itself leads us back, whether we like it o r not, as far as
its content is concerned, to the question of the "cff~c/ivitc;s"that the
Judgment has sought to avoid examining. Weightman's report, in which
he proposed to his Giovernment that the Hawars be attributed to Bahrain, in fact relies solely on the cJfiic.tii1iti.s accomplished in 1937-1938 following the secret decision of 1936. In this regard let us once again recall
that it was the duty of the Court to decide on the competing historical
titles invoked by the Parties; but, after taking the trouble faithfully to
reproduce the arguments of each of them on this question of title. it curiously did not rule at ;a11 on the validity of those arguments, any more
incidentally - than it ruled on the Parties' right to invoke that ground".
-

-

''

As will bc observed below. the Parties argued this ground at length. All that the
Court has done in thih Judgment is to refer to it in a number of paragraphs, but trt rio ~iriir
riirikin!: uilj urtc,tiipr ro .sc,/tlc tlli., quc,srion (fritlc,. See, for exaniple, paragraphs 100 and
101. in which Bahrain invoked a historical title dating back two centuries. and paragraphs 99 and 107. in which Qatar invoked "the primacy of its original title" "over the
q f f c ~tii.ic(;.c.relicd upon by Bahrain".

53. It would be understandable that the Court sought to avoid embarking on the relatively difficult task of examining the historical title. However, this was to faIl from Charybdis to Scylla, for it then exposed itself to
having to tackle the ejjCctivités issue raised by the Weightman report,
which, inevitably. it had to fudge. At least, having given the appearance
of basing itself solely on the 1939 British decision, while carefully stopping short of the <//&.tivitc;sissue involved in that decision, the Court, for
the sake of consistericy. could have opted for a compromise solution:
going beyond an examination of the purely formal validity of the 1939
decision, while at the: same time stopping short of a full examination of
the substantive validlity of that decision. Acting u rninimu, the Court
could in effect have avoided seeking to cal1 into question the underlying
reasoning of the Wei,ghtman report (which was based not only on excessively flimsy cfictivirks but also on mere presumptions of </T~ctivitc;s);
it
could instead simply have sought to draw al1 the conclusions necessarily
flowing therefrom, ra~therthan only certain of them, as the British Government had already done.
Let us explain more fully what would be involved in this compromise
solution. which must logically follow, whether one likes it o r not, from
the Court's choice of starting point.
54. Let us start then from the assumption, inevitably implied by the
Court's reasoning, that the 1939 British decision, on which it based itself,
was reasoned, the grounds having been clearly set out in the Weightman
report, in the light of which the British Government decided the matter in
the way we know it did. We are then bound to recognize that the Court's
Judgment was only able to ignore the ejfectivités issue, on which the
grounds put forward by Weightman are based, by confining itself, as we
have indicated, to examining the formal aspect of the British decision to
the exclusion of its niaterial content. In so doing, the Court was unconcerned about :
( a ) thus halting halfway, despite the fact that the grounds for the decision set out in the Weightman report are not without relevance for
resolving the issue of the award of the Hawars;
( h ) ruling "infra petita": falling short of what the Parties expected of it
when they empowered it to make a full and complete examination of
the substance of the dispute under the "Bahraini formula".

55. The basic document, analysis of which should have been of primary concern to the Court, is thus the Weightman report, which appears
on the face of it
( a ) to have provided only a partial foundation for the decision, in justifying the awar'd of the main Hawar Island on the basis of ejjkctivitc;~;but
( h ) to have committed a n error of fact and law in simply "presuming"
that <i/iic.tivitésalso existed for the remainder of the Hawar Islands,
whereas
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c ) Bahrain, in its viritten pleadings, and in particular in map No. 4 in
Annex 7 to its Pvlemorial (see p. 215 below), locates the ~ f ~ e c t i v i t P s

EXCLUSIVEL1t' on the main Hawar Island: and. moreover.
( d ) makes frequent reference in its written $eadings to "Hawar" o r to
"Hawar Island" (in the singular). Indeed, the nomenclature speaks
for itself, since only the main island is called "Jazirat Hawar"
("Hawar Island"), and has given its name of "Hawar" to the entire
group of islandii, even though each one of the islands other than
"Jazirat Hawar" has its own name.

56. If the Court had undertaken an examination of the Weightman report, on which the 1939 decision was based, it would thus immediately have appreciated the element of interrzcrl contrudiction ii~hic.11it
contuins.

57. It is that inter:nal contradiction which has up to the present time
affected the f u l l irnpi'c~rnentutionof the 1939 decision, since on the one
hand Bahrain has been able to occupy only the largest of those islands,
whilst on the other hand Qatar has refused for 61 years to acquiesce in
that decision. Thc Court c o u l d f u l ~ acc~ornpli.sh
~
the mandute caonjerred
uporl if h l , tlic B u h r u ~ n i , f i r r n i r l uorziy h j . hrirzging t1li.s situution to un end
und renciering it po.ssihlc for the P u r t i e . ~to irnplclment the decision under a
s o l ~ i t i o nii~liiclii t 11.u.~itic.urnhrnt upon the Court to devise. in order to
r l i n ~ i r ~ r r tthe
c ~ iriternul' contru~lictiotiii,hich ive huve noted in the. W ~ i g h t r n u ~ ireport rrncl ii.hie.h ii,u.s rqflrctc~rlin the British tIc>ci.sion.

58. It can readily be appreciated that the British decision of 1939 was
inspired by politic.rrl consi(/c~ru/iori.sand by oil interests. But the Weightman report also gave it t r lcgul rl?otii,ution o r veneer, by invoking Bahrain's c~ffc~ctii~ite;.s.
Without having to return to the weakness of those
cg'bc-tiitité.~,we will confine ourselves to noting that the British decision of
1939 could not on tlhat basis justify the award of the Hawars in their
totality. but only the largest Hawar Island, and even then the physical
possession implied by those gflCctii~itc;.swas - particularly when Weightman was writing
both very weak and very recent.
-

59. But the Court could have observed that, in paragraph 13 of his
report. Mr. Weightrrian ventured to formulate u hypothc.ri.~,ii~hicliii3u.s
firl.~
an(/
~ ii.lii(.li rc~rnrrirlsso to this tkrj-, in "u.s.sur~iing"that the islets and
rocks other than "Jazirat Hawar" ("Hawar Island") must "pr'sur~~ublj,"
fall to the authority of the ruler establishing himself on the main island.
Thus Weightman clearly recognized that Bahrain had n o c$i~c.tii,itc;.sover
the other islands.
60. We cannot thuefore see ii-htrt Ic~gulhusis could be relied upon to
justify irz its tottrlitj' the 1939 decision and the award to Bahrain of the
entirety of the Hawar Islands. This is al1 the more so in that. for the
islaiids other than the main one, Qatar has in its favour not only the lack
of physical possession of those islands by Bahrain, but also geographical
proximity and the presumption of international law concerniiig the sov-
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ereignty of islands which are situated wholly o r in part in the territorial
sea of Qatar.
61. By using the expression "the small harren and uninhuhited islun~ls
und rocky islrts which jorm the c ~ m p l e t eHaiilar group", Weightman
clearly implies in his report that the islands other than the main one
should follow the fate of the latter. This could be interpreted as an invitation to apply in international law the adage "the accessory folloii~.s the
principul".
62. But:
( u ) no principle of tlhis kind exists in international law;
( h ) this would be to apply to the main island of "Jazirat Hawar" a
"gruvitationul po11,er" over the others, whereas the eJ'ctii~itC..spushing it towards Bahrain were already very weak in themselves, particularly in 1937-1938 ; and
( r . ) above all, it would be to apply in favour of "Jazirat Hawar" "a
gravitational force" denied to the mainland mass of Qatar, which
has in its favour the legal presumption that islands situated within
the territorial sea of the coastal State appertain to that State; and
finally :
( d ) in this regard, wi: would recall the observation already quoted above
by Max Huber in the Islantl c!f'Pulmus case, to the effect that (i) the
"act of first takirig possession . . . can hardly extend to every portion
of the territory", and (ii) the display of sovereignty, which is "a continuous and prollonged manifestation. must make itself felt through
the whole of the territory"".
63. Nothing could therefore justify awarding the entirety of the Hawar
Islands to Bahrain simply because it was entitled to the main Hawar
Island. The 1939 deciçion ought at the very least to have been interpreted
sub.ject to the limits of interna1 consistency of the Weightman report
which underlay it. It i ~ ~ o i rtker<firr
ll
have bec~nconsistcwt ,i,ith tlle logic
of'that report, puragruplj 4 of ii.11ich s t u t e ~ tl l ~ n tthe principle qf'pro.uimity
fkvoured the c.ocrsta[ S t u t e ( ! ) , to envi.sage LI conlpromi.sr so/utiorr to the
issue of'tllc) H U I I Y I YIn
S . not doing so the Judgment has further weakened
itself, for the Court has implicitly ruled "ultra pctitu" on the basis of
pffictii~itP.slimited tci the main Hawar island and totally absent in the
other islands and islets.
64. Thus, to resunie and conclude:
rrfirst upprou(.h, s.tarting from a n analysis of the conterlt of the British
decision of 1939, ought to have consisted in leaving Bahrain with sovereignty over the main island of "Ju-irut H L I \ I Y I ~and
" recognizing
Qatar's sovereignty over the other small islands, where there was n o
-- United Nations. R~,port.sof' I~it<~rnrrrionul
Arhitrul Aivur.(l.\ ( R I A A ) , Vol. I I , p. 855.
and French translation in R<,I,ZIP
, ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ r I /I ~droit
/ L > int<,~.~~uli~n(rl
public. op. (.if.. 1935.
,7
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evidence of any Bahraini rffectivités; that would have been a "vrrticul" division of the Hawar coastal archipelago;
- LI sccond rrpprouch, also based on analysis of the content of the 1939
decision, could have been a "horiiontul" division of Jazirat Hawar, o r
even of the whole of the Hawars. What we mean by this is that this
second approach would have been based essentially on the notion
that Bahraini ejfectiiiités are not only weak in some areas and nonexistent in others, but also and above al1 that they are specifically distinguished by having been too lutc as regards certain of them, which
disqualifies them from serving as a basis for a claim to sovereignty.
The rjj'c~iritks established in 1937-1939 in the northern part of the
main Hawar island would have formed the basis for this "horizontal"
division.

IV. EFFECTI~.ITES
A N D REFUSAL
TO ACQUIESCE
65. In any event, the absence of consent by Qatar to the 1939 decision,
and the subsequent doubts expressed by the United Kingdom, continued
to weaken that decision from the legal standpoint. It would seem that,
even to its own author, the decision was not Sully justified. It was more
than likely that it was inspired rather by oil interests than by considerations based on materials in the case file. But what is particularly significant in the British conduct is the fact that :
- the United Kingclom began by taking in 1936 a purely "proi~isionnl"

decision, which it did not disclose to Qatar, as if it was not altogether
certain of its legal correctness - conduct, it should be noted, which
should in princip!le have disqualified the United Kingdom from dealing with this case again in 1938-1939: as we have already pointed out.
there was here a blatant "conflict of interests":
-

-

the United Kingdom, when pressed by Qatar, which had protested
against the final decision of 1939, had cited inter ulitr the World War
situation as justification for its refusal to reopen the question;
in the 1960s the IJnited Kingdom accepted the idea of a re-examination of the 1939 decision by a "neutral" authority, within the framework of an international arbitration.

66. Note should be taken, moreover, of the absence of any acquiescence by Qatar and of its persistent protests against the 1939 decision.
That decision has not been accepted by Qatar and has from that time
~intilthe present day been the subject of repeated protests on its part. We
shall return later to the legal consequences of Qatar's protests over a
period of 61 years against the occupation of the Hawar Islands by Bah-
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rain subsequent upon notification of the 1939 decision. At this point we
shall confine ourseIves to analysing the purported acceptance of that
decision by Qatar.
67. Reference has been made to a letter of August 1939 from the Ruler
of Qatar to the British Political Resident, a passage from which, dictated
by considerations of courtesy and deference, has been interpreted as
acquiescence by the Ruler in the British decision. What should really be
noted is the letter of 18 November 1939 from the Ruler to Prior, British
Political Agent in Bahrain, the terms of which are crystal clear:
"1 therefore beg to inform Your Honour that 1 neithcr r<~cogni:e
tlor suhrîiit tl~trttlir Bahruirz Gollcrnnîcnt liuvr tllr least Iuiiful (.onnoction ii,it/i t / Huiixr
~
Iskrntls, and that 1 view that whatever measure which have been lately taken by the Bahrain Government as a
challenge and an encroachment upon my rights rrguinst iihich 1 rliost
strongb. protest, and therefore, us 1 lluve inforr~lr~i
j'ou hc:fi)rc],
1 rc.rcriJe 171)' riglzts to the H u i i ~ ~1.vlund.s
r
iil.llile rzot rccognizing un)'
r~ic~tr.nrrr
it~1lic.hmu)) hr tukrn in tl~enz. . . 27
>3

68. In these circumstances we may ask ourselves if and why Qatar's
protests should be inoperative and whether Bahrain has succeeded in
conducting for 61 years an effective, continuous and peaceful occupation
of the Hawar Islancls. It is to this that we must now turn.
69. International jurisprudential practice sets great store by the conduct of States. A state's silence, its consent, its acquiescence, any waiver
of its rights, any protest, any effect of estoppel upon its actions, al1 represent important elements in the creation o r extinction of a title over a
territory. In the present case, Qatar has always protested, and never
ceased to d o so. on the one hand against the British decision of 1939 and
on the other againsi. the activities of Bahrain in the Hawar Islands. This
consistent course of conduct by Qatar is such as to prevent any title
arising in favour of Bahrain.
70. Qatar's refusal to acquiesce in Bahrain's potential t@c.tivité.~ over
the Hawar Islands is manifest. It cannot be disputed that since 1938
Qatar has never ceased to protest against the "illegal occupation" of the
Hawars. In 1939, when the British decision was notified to him, the Ruler
of Qatar protested. Given the unequal relationship between his country
and the United Kingdom, and looking beyond the language of courtesy
and deference, Qatar's position could not be interpreted otherwise than
as a refusal to acquiesce and as a request for a re-examination of the decision, al1 of which pi-evented Bahrain's </jbc.tivitc;s- assuming that there
was any substance 1.0 them - from producing any effects in law.
71. Since then, a number of clear manifestations of lack of acquies-

'l
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cence can be noted. They have taken various forms, such as proposais for
mediation, arbitraticln o r judicial settlement.
72. Thus in the 1960s Qatar put forward the idea of a n arbitration,
which in itself could only have been with a view on the one hand to reexamining, indeed ca.lling into question, both the British decision of 1939
and the line of 1947 and, on the other, to expressing a refusal to acquiesce
in these two decisioris. Thus it was envisaged that the proposed arbitration would settle the questions of the maritime delimitation, of the status
of Fasht ad Dibal arid Qit'at Jaradah and of sovereignty over the Hawar
Islands. This refusal to acquiesce in the acts of occupation by Bahrain in
the Hawars was particularly noteworthy in that it must be regarded as
having been recognized by the United Kingdom itself, author of the two
decisions, inasmuch as the proposal for arbitration by Qatar had been
approved by the Brii.ish, who still exercised protective authority over the
two countries.
73. We are bound to recognize that Qatar demonstrated perseverance
in its refusa1 to acquiesce in the award of the Hawars, for, when the proposa1 for arbitration failed, it replaced it with another, equally unsuccessful, for mediation. This task was entrusted to Saudi Arabia, despite the
latter's being traditionally regarded as closer to Bahrain than to Qatar,
with which it had a territorial dispute. That mediation, conducted in
principle since 1976, in fact from 1983 to 1990, and still regarded as not
extinguished by the seisin of the Court in 1991, has up to the present day,
after 24 years, failed to achieve a result. It has still not been terminated,
for it continues in pi-inciple to this day, as an adjunct to the work of the
Gulf Cooperation Council, which is also seised of the matter.
74. Finally, the refusal to acquiesce in the decisions of 1939 and 1947
is clearly implied by Qatar's wish to bring Bahrain before the Court on
the basis of the 1987 and 1990 agreements, which are in themselves manifestations and evidence of this refusal to acquiesce, and which served as
the basis for our juirisdiction. The Court is well placed to attest to the
perseverance with which Qatar succeeded in overcoming the objection to
jurisdiction raised bli Bahrain and in having the Court declare itself competent. The difficult episode of the jurisdiction phase ( 199 1- 1995) is
indeed particularly significant in this regard. Nor should we lose sight of
the fact that notwithstanding, o r looking beyond, the procedural arrangements before the Court, Qatar clearly remains the applicant Party in this
case, a fact which patently demonstrates that Qatar has never accepted
the relevance of Bahrain's "c;ffi)ctiilitc;s" on the Hawar Islands. By
the very fact of its seisin, the Court is thus itself placed in a position to
recognize Qatar's persistent refusal to acquiesce in the two British
decisions of 1939 and 1947.
75. In sum. Qatar's protests, in al1 their forms, with regard to al1 kinds
of actions undertaken by Bahrain in the Hawar Islands, are both numerous, varied and persistent. They show that Qatar did not allow Bahraini
<f;fi~catiilitb.s
to be acquired by remaining silent. Moreover, ever since the
case was brought before the Court, Qatar has consistently protested
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against the non-0bsi:rvance of the status q u o by Bahrain. Between the
filing of its Mernorizil and that of its Counter-Memorial, that is to Say
over a period of a mere two years (1996-1997), we note no less than
13 protests in the foirm of Notes Verbales concerning:

( i ) Bahraini legislatjon whenever it affects the Hawar Islands;
(ii) violations of airspace in those islands:
(iii) advertisements published by Bahrain in the press relating to its
activities in the islands and its claims to sovereignty over the g r ~ u p ~ ~ .

76. International jurisprudence refers to acts capable of constituting
manifestations of the peaceful and continuous exercise of State authority
over a territory. The acts of occupation of the Hawars by Bahrain took
place immediately after the "provisional" British decision of 1936. It is
necessary to assess the nature of those acts and to ascertain whether they
represent qfji.ctivit&.r capable of establishing a title by Bahrain over those
islands. We must also examine the conduct of Qatar throughout that
period in order to determine whether o r not that conduct could effectively prevent Bahrain from establishing such title. However, the circumstances in which Bahrain undertook its acts of occupation between the
date of the provisional decision of 1936 and that of the final decision in
1939 are such that a distinction must be drawn between the acts of occupation for the period 1936 to 1939 and the other manifestations of
authority after 1939.
77. First, the period 1936 to 1939. The United Kingdom had provisionally ruled in July 1936 in favour of awarding the Hawars to Bahrain.
The British authorities failed to inform the Ruler of Qatar of this. This
was a period marked by rivalry over oil interests. The Ruler of Bahrain
was preparing to grz~ntan additional oil concession in respect of a sector
that was still unallotted, in which, according to his declaration of April
1936, he included the Hawar Islands. F o r his part, the Ruler of Qatar
had in 1932 granted exploration rights over the entire peninsula, while in
1933 he had authorized geological surveys over the whole territory of
Qatar, expressly including the Hawar Islands and ultimately, in 1935,
granting a full conclcssion over the whole of the peninsula and its adjacent islands.
78. Bahrain admits that it established various military facilities on the
main island of Hawar during this period. That is a form of occupation,
but it was unlawful in so far as it was carried out in a somewhat clandestine manner. Thus these activities were not conducted peacef~~lly
and
cannot therefore be numbered among those constituting the manifestation of an exercise of sovereign authority. O n the other hand. however, at

'J
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the period in question the Sheikh of Qatar was supposed to be exercising
exclusive authority over the entire peninsula, including the Hawars, and
his lack of vigilance in remaining unaware of the existence of foreign
activities on his territory might at first sight seem somewhat puzzling. It
is true, though, that the Hawars were a n inhospitable desert region. The
rulers of Qatar knevv that they remained open to seasonal fishing practised by individuals of any origin, who were traditionally free of any controls. In modern terrns, the régime of the Hawar Islands could be assimilated to that of a free zone.
79. The lack of vigilance was not, however, total. The Ruler of Qatar,
Sheikh Abdullah bin Qasim al-Thani, as soon as he became aware of the
acts of Bahraini occupation, protested orally in February 1938, then in
writing on 10 May 1938 to the British Political Agent in bah rai^^^^.

80. Note should a.lso be taken of the difficulty in which Bahrain finds
itself in, on the one hand, arguing in favour of the legal nature of the
1939 decision while, on the other, recognizing the existence of the military facilities installed by it in 1937-1938. 1s this not in a sense a n
acknowledgment of the fact that it failed to respect the status q u o
during the preparatory phase of what it voluntarily characterizes as the
arbitral award of 1939'? At a time when the case was, from Bahrain's
standpoint, suh judicc, it carried out acts of occupation.
8 1. In view of al1 of these circumstances and above al1 of, on the one
hand, the failure by -the United Kingdom to inform the Ruler of Qatar of
the "provisional" decision of 1936 to award the Hawars to Bahrain, and,
on the other, of the necessarily non-pacific nature of those clandestine
operations, we would be justified in taking the view that tlie ucts carried
out hy Brrhrriitz ovcr the period 1936-1939 do not constitute effectivités
oppoxuhlr to Q~rturor cupahhle of'grnerating u rifle in fuvour qf BuIlruin.
82. Bahrain has provided the Court with a table setting out 80 types of
activity which it hatl undertaken on the Hawar Islands since the eighteenth century. If we confine Our attention to the period since the 1939
decision, it will be noted that according to this table the activities in question number 20. But, in gener-al terms, to quote the Arbitration Tribunal
in the Eritrrul Y e ~ î e ncase, they are "voluminous in quantity but sparse in
useful content" (para. 239). We must therefore not be deluded by the
number of ~fjectivités,even assuming that they merit being described as
such. One by one, i.he " ~ ~ f j > c t i ~ ~ iinvoked
tbs"
evaporate upon examination, the quantity fa.iling to make up for the lack of quality. Three centuries before Christ, Euclid said: "a pile of wheat remains a pile of wheat
if you take away one grain, then another grain and so on. And yet there
comes a time when, by removing one grain, there is no longer any pile."

2 5 Memorial of Qatar. Vol. 7. Ann. 111.150, p. 253, and Agent's reply in Memorial of
Qatar, Vol. 7. Ann. 111.156, p. 279.

The lesson for lawyerij to reflect upon is that degrees of quantity must not
conceal variations in quality. As one court put it, "a vast mass of evidence will not suffice to constitute proof, any more than a hundred hares
will make a horse".
83. Furthermore, a number of those activities were undertaken after
the acceptance of the status quo to which both Parties had committed
themselves on commencement of the Saudi mediation in 1983, or indeed
after acceptance of )the status quo subsequent upon the Court being
seised of the case in July 1991. But any act capable of modifying the
status quo must be considered as null, and devoid of effect in law.
84. While there arc: military facilities on the main Hawar Island which
date back to the 1930s, the civiliun works, by contrast, date back only a
few years, in particular since the institution of proceedings before this
Court (roads, port, hotel, bungalows, palace and associated buildings).
These facilities. necessarily unproductive on an island without any fresh
water, which has to be iinported at great expense Srom Bahrain, are in al1
likelihood intended to give the impression of effective occupation.
85. In conclusion, al1 of the above analysis leads to the conclusion that
Bahrain has not succeeded in demonstrating the existence in its favour of
a better title than that formed and consolidated by Qatar over the Hawar
Islands. These shoulcl therefore be awarded to Qatar, or alternatively, in
a peacemaking solution which would moreover not be without basis in
law - assuming that we abide by the logic of the choice made by the
Court, which confined the ground for its ruling to the British decision of
1 1 July 1939 - they should be shared between the two States. But that
would nonetheless br: to lose sight of the existence of another îar more
decisive ground: the fact that Qatar possesses a historical title to the
Hawars that has beein established progressively, consolidated and recognized. That is what kve must examine now.

86. We believe that the flaws noted in the British decision of 1939,
together with the overall structure of the Court's Judgment, founded as it
is solely on that deirision, already could not justify the award of the
Hawars to Bahrain. But, in addition, Qatar holds a better title, consisting
of its original title to the Hawars. That is what must now be shown.

87. What first strikes the man in the street when glancing at a map of
the region is the indisputable fact that, physically, the Hawar "Islands"
belong to the same continental mass as Qatar. When the tide goes out
each day, Qatar's whiole land mass resembles a hand, whose thumb is the
Hawars. As shown by British Admiralty Chart No. 2886 of 1994 (see p. 21 5

below), entitled "Jazîreh-Ye Lavan and Jazîrat Dâs to Ra's Tannürah"'6,
there is n o break between the thumb and the rest of the hand. The Hawar
"Islands" are not actually islands but an indivisible part of the land mass
of Qatar, cut off by the sea when the tide comes in and joined to the land
again when the tide goes out. This elementary lesson in macrogeography
seems to have escaped the Court. In reality, and with a certainty beyond
the power of even the most rigorous Thomist to dispute, the Hawar
Islands are simply a peninsula which, in geographical terms, forms a n
integral part of the rest of the mainland.
88. It would even be superfluous in this connection, not to Say inappropriate, to invoke the principle based on the strong legal presumption
that islands situated in a coastal State's territorial sea belong to that
State. because the Hawars cannot be said to be "islands" in the true
sense, but rather a peninsula - firmly attached to the mainland emerging daily when the tide goes out.
89. No legal reasoning, however ingenious - and certainly no reasoning in this Judgment
can overcome this inescapable fact. Long before
the Court, macrogeography determined, and for al1 time, that the peninsula of the Hawars blrlongs to the Qatari mainland, of which it is an integral part. Such a decree of nature cannot be abrogated. The enormous
map file submitted to the Court by Qatar, containing maps from a wide
variety of sources arid eras, confirms this geomorphological reality and
clearly shows, as will be seen below, that the Hawars were and are
recognized to belong to Qatar.
-

90. And yet the extent of the effort devoted by the Court's Judgment
to seek to justify the contrary conclusion must be admired. However, let
us first recall that the Judgment has, very damagingly, avoided examining
the absolutely crucial issue of historical title. We ourselves shall examine
that question, for, 1ik.e a number of other issues, it totally contradicts the
solution adopted by the Court, particularly since in Our view the Court
examined the ground based exclusively on the British decision of 1939
from one standpoint only - and a superficial and purely formal one at
that
to the exclusiion of other more decisive aspects, notably substantive ones. In these cii-cumstances, Our concern to consider al1 of the legal
grounds advanced by the Parties, including in particular the urgurnent
hn.sed on historical ritlc, can readily be understood. It is to this latter
argument that we shall now turn.
-

91. Did Bahrain hold, and does it still hold, a historical title to the
Hawars? Both more and less can and should be said on this subject. Even
'(' The chart bears the. imprint: "Published at Taunton 29th April 1994 under the
Superintendence of Rear Admiral N . R. Essenhigh. Hydrographer of the Navy."
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the most superficial historical review shows that, when the Al-Khalifa
dynasty was thriving, Bahrain had dominion over a large part of the Gulf
region, and in any event and for many years, over Qatar. But Bahrain
also long ago (we shall set out the significant dates below) lost al1 historical title to any part of the Qatari peninsula, including the Hawar Islands.
The branch of the Utubi tribe from Arabia which gave birth to the AlKhalifa dynasty in IIahrain first settled in the south-west of the Qatar
peninsula, certainly iin the vicinity of Zakhnuniyah and perhaps on the
Hawar Islands as well, at least in winter, but in any event definitely in the
north-west in the Zubarah area.
92. These semi-sedentary "Arahiun" tribes who settled on the west
coast of Qatar were not "Bahrainis" occupying Qatar. They had not yet
entered Bahrain. They were to become "Br/hr.uini" when they left Qatar
in order to establish themselves in turn in Bahrain, where other tribes,
also from central Arabia, had already settled. The Al-Khalifa branch,
natives of Arabia and settled in Zubarah, the cradle of the future dynasty,
became Bahraini ii.hrn thcy left Z~rharuhto settlc in Bahrain ,fi.on~1783
onii~ru',~.
It can therefore be said in this respect that the Arabian tribes
which were the forebears of the Bahrainis and of today's ruling dynasty
in Bahrain were first Qataris, by virtue of their settlement in Zubarah,
before becoming Bahrainis as a result of spreading out to Bahrain and
through the Gulf region.

93. Before investigating any further Bahrain's o r Qatar's historical
title to the Hawars and what was to become of it, we wish to express Our
deep regret that the Judgment avoids giving due consideration to this
question. The Judginent has timidly shied away from undertaking the
essential research wliich was, ultimately. determinative for the award of
the Hawars. Admittedly, the Court is not a learned assembly of historians and is not technically equipped to embark on historical research concerning the past of two litigant States. Yet u court is ohligeu' to meet flic
challenges ivith ivhic-h history confronts it in a particular case. It must
take account of the interplay between historical events and territorial disputes, notwithstanding al1 the various difficulties which the juridical
approach may face. In the course of its up-and-down, indecisive relationship with history, a right will in effect arise on the basis, inter aliu, of the
various possible stages in the establishment of a title, such as its formation and subsequent consolidation o r disappearance. The jurist has thus
had to learn to idenitify the criteria and conditions for the creation of a
title, to choose "the better" of two competing titles, to distinguish an
"original title" frorn a "derivative title", an "absolute title" from an
"inchoate title", and so on.
94. International fora have found themselves faced with the issue of
historical titles far more often than is thought, and the law has thus been
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obliged to deal with the matter. It follows that, however limited their
qualifications in the discipline of history and however poor the tools at
their disposal, judges are under a duty to decide the territorial disputes
submitted to them. There are many instances of international arbitral
awards where the arbitrators have had to deal with historical titles2'. Nor
have the Permanent Court of International Justice and the International
Court of Justice, for their part, been able to avoid ruling on historical
titles, for example in the following cases: Legal Stutus qf' Eustern Green/und ( 1 933). Fisherics ( United Kingdot?? v. Norizuy) ( 1951 ), Minquiers
urîd Ecrchos (1953), 5;over~~ignty
over Certain Frontier Lund (1959), Righr
of' Pussugc oiler Itldicrn Territory ( 1960), Temple of Prrah Viheur ( 1962),
Fronticr Dispute (Burkitln FusolRopuhlic. of Mali) ( 1 986), Territoriul
Dispute ( L i b j ~ u nAruh J~zmuhiri~~uICl~ud)
(1994) and KrlsikililSedudu
I.vlund (1999); and by way of advisory opinion, in the Western Suhura
(1975) case. Furthermore, the Central American Court of Justice also
dealt with historical issues in the Gulf'of Fonsccu case (1917).
95. We have made a point of citing these various cases in a virtually
exhaustive manner iii order to show how numerous they have been and
to counter the erronieous notion that our relative lack of the scientific
ability to form accurate historical judgments should incline us to exercise
caution by confirming the status quo in the present case. We d o not share
that point of view.
96. It is thus regrettable that the Judgment has confined itself to a recitation of historical data without ever
or hardly ever - drawing legal
conclusions from them, despite the fact that this is the Court's role. The
historical narrative in the Judgment is a linear succession of events, presented in a way that raises questions as to its usefulness in terms of the
general reasoning. Tlhus the Judgment presents us with a blurred X-ray, a
one-dimensional scan, of the history of the two countries, from which a
determination of the historical title to the Hawars and the identification
of the holder of thai title is iiiissing, and remains still to be undertaken.
97. And yet international law today possesses principles and rules
whereby it can crea1.e a " / r a m ~ i t ~ o r kfor
" historical facts - bring them
under control, interpret them, give them a legal rneuning and draw from
them al1 of the conclusions that they entail in law. This is clearly an
essential role of a court, a role which it has a duty to fulfil and one which
it cannot shirk on the convenient unround that it is not a master of the
discipline of history. In reality it is not a question of historical knowledge, but rather of the applicution of thc legrrl rulcs and principlcs ii.hicl1
-

''

See the Altiskun Boirwtit~r!.Disputt, ( 1903). Anglo-Brurilicnr Boutidur:i Di.s/?litr ( 1904).
I.sl(rn(l of' Bultrrrrir Arhirrtrrion ( 1870). Bc,Iugou B(iy Arhirruriorl ( 1875). Grishudurnu Arhirrcition (1909). Cl~uri~izul
Arhirrtrtion (191 1). I.~lutit/o j Pu1111u.sArhirrritiorr (1928). Co1ori1hiri- Vc~nc,:irc,lu Boun(ltrr.j>Arhitrution (1922). Guatrn~ulu-HondurusBouwdcirj. Arhitrutiorr
( 1933). K11fi.sl1Bcg. Arhitrtlriotl (191 1 ). ,Vorrli Atluntit~ Fishcrics Arhitrtrtion (1910) and
Eritrt~tilYc~ri~c~ri
case ( 1998).

,/rurnc rlrr 1risroricuIJa.rt.s. In this respect the court's approach should not
be thought of as a hazardous venture into what for it may be "terra
incognitu"; quite to thle contrary, it is a purrlj,juridic~uloprrutiorz appertaining to a court's function and jurisdiction.
98. As part of this juridical operation, the court has to weigh up the
manifestations of authority which a State power has imposed in the past
on a given territory. It is in the warp and weft of history that it discerns
these "effectivités in ~iction"and ascertains the degree of consolidation
which they impart to the State's historical title to that territory. This
operation, juridical by nature. is often difficult when applied to historical
material, but that has never dissuaded o r discouraged
"the international adjudicator, who has often had to tackle it in
dealing with situations rendered obscure by distant historical origins
which defied any precise chronological determination. What experience has shown il; the necessity to assess the <ff.ctiilitc; in the overall
light of its historical development."'x
It is interesting to observe that in carrying out this juridical operation
the International Couirt of Justice in many cases has not shrunk from a
penetrating analysis of historical detail where that was necessary. In the
Minyuicrs atrd Ecrehos case, for example, "the Court comprehensively
and in great detail weighed up the probative force of numerous manifestations of governmental activity"'".
99. Over and above this juridical operation regarding the formation,
consolidation o r extiriction of a "historicul title" to a territory, the court
may find that a "legul titlc~"exists as well, created in most cases by a
treaty relating to the. territory in question. Here too it undertakes an
operation of a fundarnentally juridical nature by employing legal criteria
in order to assess the weight to be given respectively to the qfTectii.itc;.s,
the historical titles and the legal titles invoked by the parties in their conflicting claims. Certain of these legal criteria of assessment have been
identified by the Court. For example, the Chamber in the case concerning
the Frontier Dispute (Burki~ruFu,solRrpuhlic of' Muli) established a
scheme of the dialectical relationships which may exist between ~ f e c t i i.itc;.s. historical titles and legal titles. In this respect four situations can be
identified that rnay enable the court to settle a territorial dispute:
( u ) the titlr und the ieffectivité c.orrespond: this situation will simply confirm "the exercise of the right derived from a legal titleW3O.This identity of effictii.iti.s and title eases the court's task, and it will have no
difficulty in making a determination;
( h ) 1/1c tiflc trtzd tlie effectivité do ilot corrcspontt: "preference should be
Charles De Visscher, L ï s <:(fi~c./ii.i/<;.s
( h r rlroir infc~r.r~tr/ionrrl
plrhlic,. 1967. p. 107.
105.
1.C: J. Rr~porr.$1986. p. 587. para. 63.

"' Charles De Visschcr, op. (,il.. p.
"'
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given to the holder of the title"". This too is a situation presenting
little difficulty fia- the court, which will normally have to give
priority to the legal title over the rj'bctivité;
( c ) tlre titlr i.s unclear as evidence of sovereignty: in this case the rffbctiviti's play a n important role in interpreting the title; when combined with it, they give the title its true aspect and help the court to
reach a decision;
( d ) tlzc. titlc is non-c~si.ste171:in this case, which requires more active
intervention by the court, the effrctivité.r play a role of absolutely
prime importance; they constitute a kind of rrsiduul title.
100. International arbitral and judicial jurisprudence has developed
yet other rules and pririciples for attributing legal consequences to historical facts and actions. Effective possession, the objective element of a
"corpore posscssio", should be accompanied by a subjective element consisting of the "wimu.r possidrndi" :
"it may be well to state that a claim to sovereignty based not upon
some particular ;act or title such as a treaty of cession but merely
upon continued display of authority. involves two elements each of
which must be shown to exist . . .: the corpus and the unimuspos,sidrndi o r occupundi" (Legul Stutus of Eustrrn Grernlund, 1933,
P. C. I. J., Serics .4/B, No. 53, Counter-Memorial of the Norwegian
Government, Ann. No. 38; and dissenting opinion of Judge Anzilotti,
p. 78).
10 1. Wr ,féuv in this resprcr thut toduy 's Judgtncnt Iras net,ftrijîlled the
jilnction which could have been expected of it, that of a juridical review
and inter~retationof the seauence of historical events. with a view to
determinkg whether (4histori'cal title to the Hawars existed and identifying its holder. The Court's only effort at historical enquiry and analysis
concerned Zubarah, though it is regrettable that the Court in fact failed
to draw al1 the conclusions from the result which it reached, namely that
Qatar held a liistorictrl title to its own peninsula! The Court thus recognized the territorial iritegrity of the peninsula as far as Zubarah was concerned, only to dismantle it when it came to the Hawars. Moreover, as
for the methodology employed, why, it may be asked, did the Court
determine the historical title to Zubarah, the first issue addressed in the
Judgment, and not d o the same for the Hawars, in the next part of the
Judgment? We believe that we are fully justified in beginning, as is
proper, by placing the matter of the Hawars in its historical context.

102. The British pi:esence in the Gulf had the legal effect, inter alia, of
creating two separate political entities, Bahrain and Qatar, in the late

'' 1.C.J.

R<.por.t.s 1986, p. 587, para. 63.
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nineteenth century. The British had established themselves in the Gulf in
order to protect their maritime trade and safeguard the route to India.
From 1797 to 18 19 they rebuffed tribal attacks and piracy and in 1820
imposed a "General Treaty" establishing perpetual maritime peace
between Great Britain and the sheikhs, tribes and individuals of what
was now the "Trucial Coast". The salient characteristics of the British
presence may be sumlnarized as follows:
u ) They established neither sovereignty nor suzerainty over the sheikhdoms o r territories of the Trucial Coast. as we shall see later.
( b ) Within the limits dictated by the needs of maritime peace and the
protection of their interests, the British did indeed find themselves
intervening in trilbal conflicts o r supporting one tribe against another,
but they did not interfere to any greater extent in their aftàirs. This
will be clear fronl the evolution in the respective statuses of Bahrain
and Qatar. a subject we shall consider later in detail as we move
from one treaty to another.
( c ) On the one hancl the British maintained the Al-Khalifa in power in
Bahrain, protecting them against Muscat in 1820, the Wahhabis in
1835 and 1859, and the Persians in 1843 and 1869. On the other
hand, however. they refused to back Bahrain's intermittent claims to
the West coast of'Qatar. or to the Hasa coast in 1861. They imposed
a treaty on Bahrain in 1861 by which the Al-Khalifa renewed their
commitment to refrain from any maritime aggression.

( d l The British policy was above al1 pragmatic and took account of
shifting balances in the region. Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century and up to the 1860s, the legal impact of this policy.
formalized in tvvo treaties with Bahrain in 1867 and 1868 (after
others in 1820, 1847, 1856 and 1861) and a treaty with Qatar in
1868. was to c~t~iblislz
tlze esistcncc in the 1860s o f ' t i i ~quite
)
distinct
politicul entities, Btrhruin uncl Qutur, neither of ~i,liichii.us in un},
ii.uj.suhorclinutc~to t l ~ cotlîcv..
103. Thus, througlhout the nineteenth century Qatar benefited from
the relative weakness; of Bahrain, which allowed the Qatari sheikhs to
fimn unti consalidtitr their ritle to their peninsula, secure from Bahraini
claims to the West coast of Qatar. The Ottoman presence on the peninsula for 44 years was to have very much the same result.
104. The ,ji)rrnc~tion,and then tlle pr.ogres.sirc c~onsoli~lution,
of' tlir AlTl~trr~is'
title was greatly facilitated by two things: not only did the British
impose treaties on B~ihrain(to be discussed later) forbidding it to carry
out any form of aggression - and thus, in the context of the time, to
undertake any territorial conquests, in particular on the West coast of
Qatar and its adjacent islands - but they also physically prevented o r
resolutely punished any intervention by Bahrain in the Qatar peninsula.
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In Qutar, therefire, thle uuthority oj'the Al-Thuni gruduullg spreud, ~rhile
thut of the Al-Khulijü progressively shrank.

105. The two years 1867 and 1868 are significant in this regard. Each
marked a decisive turning point. The geur 1867 witnessed the collapse of
Bahraini authority in Qatar following the arrest of a Qatari Bedouin in
the peninsula and his transfer to Bahrain for trial. The geur 1868 then
demonstrated even more forcefully the emergence of a Qatari political
entity which was comlpletely separate from Bahrain, following a punitive
Bahraini expedition to Qatar which was met by a Qatari attack on Bahrain. All this was reflected in the agreements concluded between Great
Britain and Bahrain and Qatar respectively with a view to stopping the
" I I . L ~ ~ "- this was the word used in the official British documents - dealing with its consequen~cesand establishing conclusively that two separate
political entities existed. Bahrain and Qatar, each independent of the
other and each governed by an "independent Ruler", the expression
thenceforth customar!~in al1 the treaties concluded by Great Britain with
each of the two countries.
These two years ari: therefore crucial. Briefly, what took place was as
follows.
106. ( ( 1 ) In 1867 Bahrain arrested a Qatari Bedouin in the peninsula
and transferred him to Bahrain for trial: the subsequent violent reactions
marked the cnd c f o n e title and thc jbrnlrrtion oj'anotlzcr. In response to
the arrest, the Qatari authorities, led by the Naim, a tribe that was however supposedly faithful to the Ruler of Bahrain, revolted, defeated Bahrain's representative il? Qatar at the head of his troops and expelled him
from Wakrah. In legal terms, this historical episode, which put an end to
the Bahraini presence in Qatar, reflected the cesser of Bahrain's title to
the Qatari peninsula ;and the commencement of the formation of a title
by Qatar to that entire area.
107. ( h ) The war between Qatar and Bahrain in 1867-1868 was settled
by the 1868 treaties between Great Britain and each of the two now
mutually independent political entities. In October 1867 Sheikh Mohammed of Bahrain had despatched his brother Ali to punish Qatar. With the
help of 2,000 men mobilized by the Sheikh of Abu Dhabi, Zeid bin Khalifa, Ali destroyed a large number of Qatari vessels and sacked the towns
of Biddah (Doha) and Wakrah 32. Qatar launched a counter-attack against
Bahrain. The naval ;action by Qatar resulted in the destruction of a
number of Bahraini vessels and in Bahraini dead. But Bahrain resisted.
?' Cf.. in addition to the pertinent references in the Court's case file. Gholam-Reza
Tadjbakhche, Lu (/lrr.stion r1c.c ilcs Buhrc,iii. op. ci/.. pp. 172 1.1 .Y(,(/..and the following official British sources : Dist~rrhtrr~c~c~.~
in Pc,r.sitrn Gulf: Ac~cour~r
of' thc Violtrtior~o f 'the, .Wtrritiriic, Trui~c~
h! th<, C11igf.i of Btrhr(rin (in(/ A h u r h u h ~ ( A h u Dhrrhi]. publication of the
Forcign Department of the Govcrnmrnt of India, No. 19.

Faced with this war between two now clearly distinguished political entities and convinced that the sheikhs of Bahrain and Abu Dhabi had been
the first to disturb the Maritime Truce, the British Resident, LieutenantColonel Pelly. acting on instructions from his Government, then sent an
ultimatum to Sheikh Mohammed of Bahrain on 2 September 1868'3,
accusing him of haviing violrrtc~l11i.s~tt~dc~rtukirzgs
tlîrough Izis uct.s uguinst
Qutur and demanding reparation from him.
108. Pursuant to am undertaking signed on 6 September 1868, Sheikh
Ali declared that Sheikh Mohammed, having repeatedly committed
irregularities a t sea, and having now fled, had "forfeited al1 claims to his
title as principal Shaikh and Chief of bah rai^^"^^. Sheikh Ali became the
"Independent Ruler" of Bahrain in the place of his brother Sheikh
Mohammed.
109. By this Anglo-Bahraini Agreement of 1868, which took note of
the change in ruler, Bcrlzrain cldmittrcI thut i t l i r l ( / no rights of soverrignty
over tlzc Qatar petîiti.sula. In legal terms, this Agreement of 6 September
1868 imposing various British penalties, both financial and otherwise,
supplemented the Anglo-Bahraini Convention of 18 May 1861, which
already tied the hantls of the Sheikhs of Bahrain and required them to
abstain from al1 maritime aggression~'~.
The legal undertaking of 18 May
1861 thus received specific application in the Agreement of 6 September
1868 and its c.lr(ir 1r;yuI c~onsecluenr.~
icas to p r r i v n t Bahruin f i o n i r ~ i u i n tuirzing or c>'ctrnding ifs u ~ l t l z o r i t o
j ~i v r Qatar. C l e u r l j ~tl~rrefifore,tlirouglz
tlic.vc fii.o instt~irnierzt~:,
tlie 1860s c1c.tnon.stratc.dthut Bahruitz i i ~ r slosing its
title to the prtzin.sulcr c?f' Qutar. S~/c./ziixere tlîc legul rffects of the British
prrsencc.

110. But those effircts did not stop there. Having received the surrender of Sheikh Ali of' Bahrain on board ship on 6 September 1868, the
British Resident Pelly, in a letter dated 1 1 September 1868, invited Sheikh
Mohammed bin Tha.ni of Qatar to join him in turn on board. In itself
this political initiative was significant of the existence of two separate
entities to which Great Britain addressed itself. The British Government
dc~c.larpclifsrIf' rrn "cïrhitrrrtor of' the Truce" hcticren f i i 2 0 .sI~rikh~/oni.s
ii'Iiir.11irerc noic in&prnc/ent of cac.11othrr. I t s rzeii. c ~ i p u c i t ydrseri1c.s to he
hornc in mind in our suhsccluent unci1~~si.s.

1 1 1. The Agreement of 12 September 1868 which capped this shipboard visit obviously contained the customary warning not to attack
Bahrain or disturb the maritime peace. It also contained an undertaking
by Sheikh Mohammlcd bin Thani of Qatar to "maintain towards Shaikh
Ali bin Khalifeh" the peaceful relations which had previously existed

'' Cf. Foreign Office 2481252. Pellv to Mohammed bin Khalifa and, in his absence. to
Ali bin ~ h a l i c .
' T f . Foreign Office 2481252. op. [,il., Pelly to C. Gonne, and Aitchison. A Colli~i~rioti
of' Treuties. Engtr~rrncnlsund Sirniit1.s Rel<rfitigr o Inttiu und Nciglihouring Cozrr1trie.c.. 1933.
Vol. XI. PL 236-237.
" ~ e m i r i a of
l Qatar. Vol. 5, Ann. 11.20. p. 47

between Bahrain and Guttur (Qatar) and to refer any difference of
opinion arising between them to the British Political Resident 76. From
the I~grrl persprctivc., tl1i.s Agreement thus rstuhlished clrur rquulity
hrt~i,ernQatar utld ~%lzruin,neitlier qf' ~r/lic/z11.u.s cntitled tu tukc unilatrrul uction to resolitc in its o,iln ,fivour uny conflic,t bet~i-eenthem.

112. The period after the significant events of 1867 and 1868 saw the
gradua1 consolidatioi~and the recognition of the title of the Al-Thani to
the territory of the en tire peninsula and adjacent islands (1868- 19 16). The
two Agreements of 1868, one with Bahrain and the other with Qatar,
which followed the British intervention of 1867-1868, bear witness to the
c.ondut.t of the Briti:sh Government. This conduct, which expressed a
recognition of the tiltle of the Sheikh of Qatar, manifested itself in the
same way in connection with:
( a ) the arriva1 of the Ottomans in the Gulf in 1871 ;
( b ) the Anglo-Ottoman agreements of 1913 and 1914 and the AngloSaudi agreements of 1915.
( a ) The At,rirul of the 0ttorî1un.s in the. Gulf'in 1871
113. After the death of the King of Arabia, Wahhabi Amir Faisal bin
Turki, his two sons Abdullah and Saud disputed the throne, a situation
which created unresl.; this justified an Ottoman military expedition to
Hasa and Nejd in 1871, the Ottoman Empire being the suzerain of Arabia. On this occasion the Turks offered their protection to the Sheikh of
Qatar, Mohammed bin Thani, and his son Jassim, both of whom accepted
it. As a result, a Turkish garrison was established at Biddah (Doha)
in January 1872. Thus hegun the 4 4 - j ~ u r - l o n gOttotnun prrscnce in
Qutur. fioni 1871 to 191.5. This nir~deit itnpossiblr for Buhrui11 to tnuintuirz uny prc.srr1c.e tIztlre, the British hu~~itzg
uirrudj. ijoiced tlzrir sutisfrlcriori thut flic Ottorl~trnsIicrci not P.\-prcsscd unj3 designs un Buhrr~initsrlf.'
The Ottoman administration gradually established itself tliroughout the
pc~ninsuluof'Qtrtur. Qatar became a "kaza", in other words a province, of
the Ottoman Empire.. and was administered accordingly; the Sheikh of
Qatar was appointed "kaimakam", head of the administrative province.
The Ottoman "kaza" constituted the entire peninsula of Qatar. It is
therefore interesting ito examine thc conduct hoth ~f'Buhruinunri o/'Grcuf
Britclin.
'(' Meniorial of Qatar. Vol. 5. Ann. 11.28. p. 85. "Sealed in our presence by Mahomed
biii Snnee of Guttur aiid signed by Lewis Pelly, the British Political Resident. and R. A.
Broun. Captain of H.M.'s Ship "Vigilaiit'".
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(i) First, the conduct of Great Brituin
114. As soon as the Ottomans began to penetrate Qatar, Great Britain
attempted to ascertain their intentions. It made it known to Constantinople that it would not remain indifferent to any Ottoman penetration of
Balzruin und Omrn?, but it suid nothing ubout Qutur. Great Britain's attitude in this respect was perfectly logical, in so far as its main concern was
to ensure maritime Deace in the Gulf. and at that time it was not bound
by any obligations of protection other than against conquest o r attack by
sea. Bahrain, being a n insular entity, could therefore count on such protection. That was not so for Qatar, which could be invaded by land.
What is more, in the case of Qatar, there had been no attack by "seu",
nor even any "~ittuck by the Ottomans, who had established themselves
there at the invitation of the Sheikh of Qatar. Also. at the time of the
Turkish penetration in 1871, Great Britain was not bound by the same
kind of agreement with Qatar as with Bahrain. The former did not sign
any "exclusive agreeinent" with Great Britain at any time during the
Ottoman period.
115. Great Britain quickly obtained assurances from the Ottoman
Empire that its ambitions were confined to Qatar: "The Ottoman Porte
explicitly denies al1 intention of extending supremacy over BuIlruin,
Mu.skut, or the independent tribes of'Soutlzern Arubia, and contenîp1ate.r
no uttück against tlzern." 37 The vali (Ottoman governor) of Baghdad, for
his part, informed the British "thut Qatar it'us not covered hy u previous
Turkislz assurunce that there ,should be no interference ~ixithB u l ~ r u i n " ~ ~ .
"

116. Thus Great Britain's conduct was to refrain from opposing Ottoman policy in Qatar. An understanding between the two Powers meant
that this policy woulcl be implemented in the area occupied by the Qatar
peninsula as such, silice the Ottoman assurances referred to "Bahrain"
but not to any part of Qatar by name, such as Zubarah, Hawar o r Janan.
This conduct on tlze part o f the British unquestionubly consolidutrd
Qntur's title to tlze ~i'fzoleof' thc pcwin.rulu und its cidjucrnt isluncls, t11u.s
supplernenting the co,ilduct ,chich Grcut Britairî lzud &rnonstruted in the
cruc.iul years 1867-1868 in such u ivuy us to perfect Qatar's title.
117. The conduct of the British was a n acknowledgment of the Ottomans' de fucto control of the peninsula and its adjacent islands from 1871
to 1915, something vvhich the British never seriously challenged during
that period as long as Bahrain's security and the maritime peace were not
involved. This conduct was exemplified by the rejection by Britain of the
offer made to it in 1891 by Sheikh Jassim of Qatar to conclude a treaty
witli it on the same terms as it had done with the Trucial Chiefs. Britciin
p~

Memorial of Qatar, 'Vol. 4. Ann. 11.7. p. 48.
' V o r i m e r . in Memorial of Qatar. Vol. 3. Ann. 11.5. p. 210.
"

sought tn uvoid upsetting the Ottomuns unnrc~ssurily by ending its
recognition of' their c(9ntrol over the peninsulu 3".
(ii) The condu'uc.~of Bahruin during the period of Ottnt~iunestablishr~lent
in Qutar: Bahrain's tucit (rcquiescence
118. A perusal of the evidence before the Court reveals no protest on
t l ~ eptrrt c f Brrhrain, either directly or through Great Britain, against the
authority exercised t)y the Ottomans and the Qatari sheikhs over the
whole of the Qatar peninsula.
1 19. Bahrain's silcncc during the Ottoman period from 187 1 to 1915
will be discussed in detail later, and expanded to cover the period 19151937. Even in the 0i.toman period, however, this conclucf on Buhruin's
part jkll hcloii the sttrnd(rr~/.srrcquired in international lu111if Bahrain had
wished to retain or ri:cover its authority over the Hawar Islands, that is
to Say, over islands which there was rr strorlg Iegal prcsumption (we shall
revert to this later) to place in Qatar's sphere of sovereignty by reason of
their proximity (territorial sea) to the peninsula.
120. By this conduct, Bahrain failed to halt the (~on.solillutionof Qatar's
title to Hawar (and L!ubarah and Janan) and recognition of that title by
other Powers. Like his predecessors, Major Prideaux was anxious to limit
the Ottoman presenct: to the Qatar peninsula. In 1909 he visited Zakhnuniyah to meet the Dowasir - whose allegiance was being solicited by the
and then proceeded to Hawar. O n his return to Bahrain he
Ottomans
acquainted its Sheikh with his visit, out of concern that the Sheikh might
lay claim to both these places. The Sheikh of Bahrain's response, in a
letter of 30 March 1909. was a claim to Zakhnuniyah, />ut none to
Htr1i.ur4"!
-

(iii) Tlie c o n ~ f ~ [11j"
c t tllc' S1zeikli.s oj' Quttrr und tlic. spread of' thcir
uutliorit~~
to the cntirr peni~isukr
121. The Al-Thanii gained in authority by the Ottoman presence.
Under the umbrella of the Ottoman Empire, Sheikh Jassim gradually
strengthened his title to Hawar. The Turks having appointed him "kaimakam" of the "ka;!aW o r province of Qatar, he had jurisdiction over
Odeid as well. Shielded by the Ottomans, he succeeded in imposing himself on al1 the various tribes in the peninsula. By controlling Qatar
through the sheikh. the Turks lost nothing themselves while being of
maximum benefit to him. The Ottoman protection was both sufficiently
effective to enable him to command the obedience of the tribes and sufficiently light-handecl to leave him master of the peninsula and its adja'') Mernorial of Qatar. Vol. 5. Ann. 11.8. p. 121.
"' Mernorial of Qatar. para. 5.40. and Vol. 6. Aiin. 111.52. p. 241.
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cent islands. Lorimer, such a n astute political observer, wrote that "little
o r no change was produced by the presence of a Turkish post a t Dohah
. . . the Al Thani Shaikhs of Dohah were still the principal factor in
politics" 41.
122. Bahrain4' has, however, observed that the power seemingly exercised by Sheikh Jassim of Qatar was n o more than illusory. Great Britain
had once warned hini about having failed to maintain order in the peninsula and prevent o r isuppress piracy throughout the West coast of Qatar.
It should be noted from this that:
by thus attributing responsibility to Sheikh Jassim, Great Britain
again rc.c,ognized his authority over and title to Qatar;
in international law, a State is not subject to objec.tii,r respon.sibilit~~
for everything which may occur in its territory; there are circumstances in which it can be relieved of its responsibility;
finally and above all, what is more important is that Great Britain
held Qatar responsible for the disturbances on the West coast, but not
Bahrain, thus ceasing to recognize any Bahraini authority over the
Hawar Islands o r Zubarah on that same coast.

-

-

-

123. The Anglo-Ottoman agreements of 1913 and 1914, the AngloSaudi agreement of 19 15 and the Anglo-Qatari agreement of 19 16 marked
the completion of the consolidation of the Al-Thanis' title and its recognition by treaty.
(b) The Coni~entionoJ' 29 J u l ~ '1913 Respecfing the Persiun Gulf und
Adjucvnt Territorics
124. This Converition, because of its Articles 11 and 13, is of great
importance for our purpose.
(i) Fir.rt, Article I I
125. This Article is worded as follows:
"The Ottoman sanjak of Nejd, the northern boundary of which is
marked by a line of demarcation defined in article 7 of this Convention, ends on the south at the gulf opposite the island of Zakhnuniyah, which belongs to the said sanjak. A line starting from the
extreme end of the said gulf shall run due south to Ruba-al-Khali,
and shall separate Nejd from the El-Katr peninsula. The boundaries
4'

Mernorial of Qatar. Vol. 3. Ann. 11.5. p. 210
Meniorinl of Bahrain. para. 133.

of Nejd are marked by a blue line on the m a p annexed to this Convention (annex Va). The Imperia1 Ottoman Government having
renounced al1 their claims with regard to the El Katr peninsula, it i.s
cr~rerdhctii7ern , 1 1 1 ~tic30Goverrzments thut the suid peninsula shuli hc~
gover.net/, U S her~t(?fi)re,
bj?Slleikli Jussini-bin-Sun~i[hin Thani] und
his successor.s. His Britannic Majesty's Government declare that
they will not permit the Sheikh of Bahrein to interfere in the interna1
affairs of El-Katr, to infringe the autonomy of the country, or to
annex it."43
126. What is the import of this Article?
1 . In the first place the two major Powers in the region, Great Britain
and the Ottoman Empire, recognize the territorial integrity of Qatar.
Article 1 I above talks of the "peninsula" of Qatar as a political and
geographical entii y.
2. The two great Powers also recognize, and consolidate, the title of the
Al-Thcini r&nustj,, who are mentioned by name. By speaking of the
"hcret(?fiwp" of their title, Article 1 1 gives it a temporal foundation
and authenticates it.
3. The Ottoman Empire records Great Britain's renewed undertaking to
opposc u n j interf>r.cnt.c by Bahrain in the Qatar peninsula, thus
acknowledging the end of the Bahraini presence in the Hawars (and in
Zubarah and Janan) as set forth in the 1868 Agreements.
4 These three e1emc:nts confirm the end of the Bahraini title and its
replacement by the title of the Al-Thani - events which had been
recorded and proclaimed 45 years earlier in the 1868 Agreements
between Great Briitain and Bahrain and Qatar respectively.
5. Another important point: tllc n1up attcichcd t o Aniles V (a) q f ' t l ~ eConilcntion confirrn.~the provision.^ o f ' A r t i c k I l und shoit'.~thut tlle Hairur
Islurlds bhrlong to Q~rtur.
6. It would be impossible for the denomination "El-Katr peninsula" to
exclude any portion of that peninsula unless the Convention expressly
said so
which it does not - especially where the question is one of
excluding the Haluar Islands, sit~iatedas they are in the territorial sea
of that peninsula and, better still, physically being an integral part
of it.
-

(ii) Artic.1~13 ( ! / ' t h e Conivntiotz
127. As we have just said, Article 1 1 and the map annexed to the Convention show that the Hawars are not part of Bahrain but definitely part
of the peninsula of Qatar. Article 13 demonstrates this just as clearly:
"The Imperikil Ottoman Government renounce al1 their claims
with regard to tllc Brrl~rrin i.slunds. including the two islets of

" Emphasis iidded
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Lubainat-el-Aliya and Lubainat-es-Safliya, and recognise the independence of that country. His Britannic Majesty's Government on
their part declare that they have no intention of annexing the Buhvc.in islunds to their t e r r i t ~ r y . " ~ ~
The reason why the Convention took care to mention by name, so as to
include them in "the Bahrein islands", islands such as the two Lubainat,
north and south, clo,se as they are to the main island of Bahrain, is that
it did not seem natural and self-evident that they should be included in
Bahrain unless they were expressly named. A Jovtiovi, then, the Hawar
Islands, situated further away and therefore not mentioned by name,
could not be regarcled as forming part of Bahrain, not having been
expressly mentioned in the Convention.
128. The Convention of 29 July 1913 was signed, but never ratified. It
should be noted, ho,wever, that its Article I l , which we have discussed
above, was referred to expressly in the Anglo-Turkish Convention respecting the Boundaries of Aden of 9 March 1914, an instrument which was
duly ratified. This Article 1 1 of the Convention of 29 July 1913 was also
referred to in Article III of the Anglo-Turkish Convention of 1914, which
was also ratified.
(c) Tilt Anglo- Turkisll Convention of' 1Y14
129. Just as important as the preceding Convention of 1913, this
instrument makes several references to "El-Katr" as an entity ("peninsula"). The fact that it does not exclude the Hawar Islands by name from
that peninsular entity implies that the two contracting Powers recognized
and placed on record the fact that Bahrain had lost any title to the
Hawars. These belong to the peninsular entity of Qatar as adjacent
islands.
130. In conclusiori, the two Conventions of 19 13 and 19 14 represented
a further element to be added to al1 the others which, since the 1860s, had
come together to create and consolidate the title of the Al-Thani to the
Hawar Islands.
( d ) The Anglo-Suudi Trcuties of' 1915 und 1927
131. Finally, after the British and the Ottomans, it was Arabia's turn
to recognize the Al-Thanis' title. This recognition was particularly important in that Ibn Saud of Arabia had long expressed a n uninzus possidendi
to the whole of Qatar. Having conquered Hasa, he claimed the peninsula
again in 1913. He finally renounced his claim as a result of British
pressure and conclu.ded a treaty to that effect with Great Britain on
Emphasis added.
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26 December 191545.This treaty was followed by a further treaty concluded at Jeddah on, 20 May 1927, likewise renouncing any territorial
ambitions to Qatar.
(e) The Anglo-Qatari Agrecwent of' 1916
132. This agreement is important for several reasons:
(i) The respectiile capacities o f thc contracting parties
133. Qatar was represented by Sheikh Abdullah Al-Thani as "lndependent Ruler" of tEie whole of Qatar and ull his subjects. Great Britain
was represented by Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Percy Cox, the initial signatory, pending subsequent signature of the Agreement by the Viceroy and
Governor-General of India. Great Britain appears in a new capacity: it
undertakes to offer ils "good otfices" in the event of aggression (by land).
Good ojficrs trpp!,, .s~olc~lj~
as betircen tiilo entities irliich arc uutonornous
and indclpendetit of eucli other: Qatar thus achieved recognition of that
status vis-ri-vis Bahrain. What is more, Great Britain could not have
offered "good offices" to those two countries if they had been its colonies
or protectorates.
(ii) The nature and c:Ixtent of' the protectiori
134. Until that time Great Britain's treaty undertakings had been
limited to protectiori in the event of aggression " b y seu", which in the
context of the time meant protection against actions by Bahrain.
The new agreement, in addition to providing for that protection, contained an obligation by Great Britain in Article XI to grant its "good
offices" in the event of an aggression hy /und, and "within the territories
of Qatar".
(iii) The territoviul u e a involved
135. Article XI refers to aggression "within the territories [in the plural] of Qatar". The 1Treaty covers the entire peninsula. This is confirmed
in various ways:
-

-

-

I5

by an article entitled "El Katr, 1908-191 6" in Persian Gulf' Historicul
Surnrnuric~s,1907-1928 ;
by a British military publication, the Handbook of Arubiu, which
clearly shows that "Qatar" means the entire peninsula;
Bahrain nevertheless cited a report dated 12 March 1934 by the British Resident on the subject of his interview with the Sheikh of Qatar.
The latter indicated to the Residcnt that the 1916 Treaty related to
Mernorial of Qatar. Vol. 5. Ann. 11.46, p. 179.
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the "coustline" biit not the "interior." This interpretation on the part
of the Sheikh was inspired by special considerations, in particular a
desire not to have the choice of a British oil Company dictated to him.
But it was not consistent with Article XI of the 1916 Treaty, which
speaks of the "territories" of Qatar. Furthermore, if the Treaty envisaged the "cocutline" it was thus necessarily referring to the Hawar
Islands. Finally, this same 1934 report by the Resident records the
appropriate reply he gave to the Sheikh: "And you are the Ruler of
A L L Qatar and the Treaty extends to the W H O L E of' Qatar."4h
Tlius. i t i.s legally e.stublislzcd thut the territor-). rcfbrred to in A r ticSIes X und X I of the Anglo-Quturi Treuty of' 1916 izas tlie entire
Qutur peninsula. This interpretation is also consistent with Articles 1 1

and 13 respectively of the Convention of 19 13 and the Anglo-Turkish
Convention of 1914.

136. In conclusiori to this analysis of the convergence of historj, u n d
Iutv, we believe it apparent that, ussurning tliut Buhruin had in tlze pust
h r l d u lzistoricul title to the Haivurs, the Anglo-Bahraini and AngloQatari treaties of 1868 established that it had lost sovereignty over the
Qatar peninsula. These agreements marked the end of one title and the
birth of another, belonging to Qatar, a new entity separate from Bahrain.
Qatar's title was progressively strengthened, to such a degree that the
1916 treaty between (Great Britain and Qatar recorded the definitive consolidation of that title. I t is striking, und lisehelieve ur?f0rtunute, tliar the
present Judgtnent h~1.s uvoided nd~fre.s.singand rrsolving the question of'
thc historicul legul title, a n analysis of which was particularly vital since

this constitutes the traditional key to deciding territorial attribution.
We d o not think that undertaking the historical research was beyond
the capability of the Court, especially since each historical juncture was
marked out by international treaties and the Court has extensive
experience in interpreting instruments of that kind. Moreover, if the
Court had taken the trouble to analyse the issue of the historical legal
title, that is the convergence cd' history and lutt~,it would have found
confirmation of the results of that analysis in considering the convergence of geogruphy irnd luiz., that is, in:

1. the legal concept of geographical proximity in relation to the question
of a coastal State's territorial integrity;
2. the universal agreement, according to the map evidence, on the appurtenance of the Hiiwars; and
3. the identificatiori and determination of the territorial extent of
Bahrain and Qatar, respectively.
4h

Counter-Mernorial of Bahrain, Vol. 2, Ann. 122. p. 412; emphasis added

It is these points which should now be examined, as a form of
countercheck to confirm the conclusion drawn from consideration of
the historical legal title.

VI. PR.OXIMITY
A N D TERRITORIAL
INTEGRITY
137. The Court's Judgment has almost as little to Say on the issues of
pro'ciinity, cotztiguitj8und territorirrl integrity as it does on the question of
historical title.
There exists, however, a strong legal presuinption under international
law that islands lying within the territorial waters of a State belong to
that State.
"There is a strong presumption that islands within the twelve-mile
coastal belt will belong to the coastal State, unless there is a fullyestablished case to the contrary (as, for example, in the case of the
Channel Islands). But there is no like presumption outside the
coastal belt, where the ownership of the islands is plainly at issue."
So states the Award of 9 October 1998 made by the Arbitration Tribunal in the EritrecilYernen case under the presidency of Sir Robert
Jennings (para. 474). This Award applied the principle of international
law that un i.slund sifuated in the icrritoriul 1i.atrr.r of (1 S t t ~ t eis decmed
to jOrn7 ptrrt of' the tiirritorjl of' thut Stute.
138. This is a "strong presumption" in law - one which admittedly is
not irrebuttable but which cannot be overcome except:
in tcrms of'procedure, by reversing the burden of proof; and
-

s u h s t u n t i l ~ e l by
~ , invoking a superior title.

139. Thc presunlption concerns islunds situuted ivithin territoriul
bruters. Today the breadth of the territorial sea is 12 miles. The Eritreul
Yenien Award of course took this into account. If we go by this figure, ull
the Hawar Islands belong to Qatar. And if we go by the 3-mile breadth
which applied at thr: time of the Anglo-Qatari Treaty of 3 November
1916, the mujority of the islands and islets of the Hawars lie totally or
partially within Qatar's territorial sea. The claim made by Bahrain on
29 May 1938 concerned 17 islands and islets, I I of which are within the
3-mile limit.
140. Bahrain denied the existence of this principle in positive law and
cited no fewer than 1 1 instances worldwide in which the principle has not
prevailed. But Bahi-ain's argument is irrelevant, since the situations
mentioned al1 derivir from special circumstances and were crcuted hj*
treuty. Anything - almost anything - can be done by treaty, since the
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contractual freedom of sovereign States is a fundamental principle. The
Eritr.eulYenzen Award took good care to say "unless there is a fullyestablished case to the contrary".
141. What is more, proximity ulone does not constitute a title. It supplements or combines with other elements to constitute a title. This is
clearly the case here.
It will also be noted that the concept of proximity is not as alien to the
law as might a t first be thought. The notion of "distance" is clearly
present in the law of the sea. That of "proximity" derives from it. After
all, the title of a coastal State to its territorial sea stems exclusively from
proximity. What is more, an "urclzipelugic" State, which is what Bahrain
claims to be, is nothing more than a collection of islands having in common "prosimity " alone.
142. In the presenit case we are simply recalling the strong presumption
that an island belongs to a coastal State if it is situated within the limits
of its territorial sea. This presumption exists, and calling it the "principle
of proximity" or by any other name cannot detract from its existence
merely because the principle comes cloaked in a new guise, such as "contiguity", or because a section of the doctrine - in truth. a rather small
one - on occasion challenges it.
143. Bahrain appears to be putting forward the Islund oJ'Pulmusjurisprudence as being opposed to the concept of proximity. That decision is
not relevant to the present case. The arbitrator Max Huber discounted
the matter of proxiniity simply because the islands concerned were situated beyond the limit of territorial waters, which is not the case here.

VII. T H EMAPEVIDENCE

144. We shall now turn to the mup evidence. Since the Court's jurisprudence has deterrriined quite clearly the relative importance of cartographie material as evidence, we shall not revert to this point. Even quite
recently, the Arbitration Tribunal established in the EritreulYemcn case
spelled out the importance of maps, which are, as it were, a reflection of
general opinion and repute: "Although the Tribunal must be wary of this
evidence in the sense that it cannot be used as indicative of legal title, it is
norzethrless 'importu,~rc~irlc~ncc.
oj'gcnertrl opiniorl or uc.pzrte' in the sense
advanced by Yemen."47
145. While the cairtographic material submitted by Bahrain was insignificant, Qatar took great trouble to present a substantial collection o f
map evidence confirming its position in regard to ownership of the
Hawar Islands. A large number of maps from Turkey, the United King47

Paragraph 381 of the Award; emphasis added
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dom, Germany, France, Italy, Poland, Russia, the United States, Australia and Iran show that, according to general opinion in various parts
of the world at widely differing periods, the Hawar Islands belonged to
Qatar.
146. In particular. the maps subsequent to 1868 (the Bahrain-Qatar
war and Great Britain's treaties with Qatar and Bahrain respectively)
demonstrate the existence of two by-then separate political entities: Bahraiii, a compact set of five islands, and Qatar, made up of a peninsula
with its adjacent islainds and islets. including the Hawar Islands.
147. The map evidence produced by Qatar therefore seems to us far
the more persuasive. We take particular note of the maps prepared by the
British War Office in 1901, 1908 and 19 1 1, and the sketch-map prepared
by that Office in 1934, al1 of which show that the entire peninsula, including the Hawar Islands, was under Qatar's sovereignty.
148. The existence of a collection of map evidence as extensive as that
presented to the Court by Qatar, drawn from such varied sources and
covering both the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, cannot fail to
be significant. Where this evidence gives a virtually uniform description
of the political and geographical situation of Qatar and Bahrain over
such a long period, it is irnpo.s~ibl~>
not to uc(.ord it suhstantiul itvight in
confirming tlze e.uistcwce o f ' u title which Qutur possesses to the Ha~i,rrr
I.sltrnds (and to Zubarah as well). It is in uny event irnpossihle to ignore
thut evideizcc ( ~ o t ~ ~ p l Ue S~the
e l ~Court
~ , 'S Judgnzent dors, irithout providing
cri?,) e.up/unution.

DOCUMENTS CONCERNING THE TERRITORIAL
EXTENT
VIII. HISTORICAL
OF BAHRAIN
A N D QATAR
149. We have a final countercheck confirming that the Hawars belong
to Qatar. This consists of the territorial description of Bahrain and Qatar
respectively in various documents and works.

(a) The Territorial Extent of' Bahruin
(i) Lorimer's clescrip tion
150. Lorimer's de:icription is extremely important. Among other works
he published a study entitled "Bahrain Principality" which, over and
above its scholarly character, had been approved by the British officials
serving in the Persian Gulf, including the influential Captain Prideaux,
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the Political Agent in Bahrain, who revised various drafts", a point
which undoubtedly enhances its importance. According to Lorimer, the
"Bahrain Islands" coristitute a compact group of islands consisting of five
islands, and does not include the Hawar Islands.
15 1. Lorimer was vvriting in 1905 and thus took into account the political situation in the region after the major turning point of 1867-1868.

(ii) J. T. B c I I ~ dc>scription
'.~
152. In the Procretlings of' the Royul Geogrtrphic.uI Society und Motztlzly
Rrcwrd « f ' G e n g r u p h ~Theodore
~~~,
Bent published a study entitled "The
Bahrein Islands, in the Persian Gulf', accompanied by a mapx'. Both the
study and the accompanying map indicate clearly that Bahrain consists
of a "group of islands . . . in a bay of the same name about 20 miles off
the Coast of El Hasa. in Arabia, in the Persian Gulf'".

153. The first confidential memorandum was drawn up on 25 March
1874 by the British Foreign Service. Two other confidential memoranda
were prepared by the India Office, one on 27 August 1928 and the other
on 14 July 1934, bot11 signed by J. G. Laithwaite.
The first memorandum, that of 1874, concerns the Ottoman and Persian claims to Bahrain or the "Bahrain Islands". It does not include the
Hawar Islands in that term.
Laithwaite's 1928 IIndia Office memorandum is of great interest, dealing as it does with the: "Status of Certain Groups of Islands in the Persian
Gulf'52. It States that the "[Bahrain] archipelago consists of the islands of
Bahrein, Muharraq, Umm Na'assan, Sitrah and Nabi Salih, and a number
of lesser islets and rocks forming part of the same compact geographical
group". The second of Laithwaite's two confidential memoranda, that of
193453,gives the samle description.
Thus there was no change in the 60 years from 1874 to 1934.
(iv) Thrcr British rniliturj~rcJports
154. The first is the Hundhook of Aruhiu, 1916 54, which offers exactly
the same description of Bahrain as a compact group of five islands.
4X

Memorial of Qatar. Vol. 3. Ann. 11.3, Lorimer. p. 87
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155. The second document is the Militury Report on the Arubiun
Shorcs of the Persian Gulf: Kuwait, Bahruin, Hasu, Qatar, Trucial Onzan
und Oman, 1933j5. This too offers the same description of Bahrain as a
"compact group" forming a n archipelago of five islands, whose names
are givens6.
156. The third document is the Militury Report and Route Book - tlze
Aruhiun States of thc Per.riun G ~ l f ' l Y 3 9 ~with
'
the same description
23 years after the first document.

-

( v ) Nzimerous other c?fficiul British documents
157. It is impossible to examine al1 of these. Picking a few almost at
random, we shall confine ourselves to citing:
the 1933 letter from Laithwaite of the India Office;
- the letter of 1933 from the Officiating Political Resident to the Secretary of State for India, which contains the following simple, forthright assertion: ":Hawar is clearly not one of the Bahrain group";
- a further letter of 1933 from the incumbent Political Resident to the
Secretary of State for India expressing a decision to the same effect;
the Minute drawri up by Mr. Rendel dated 30 December 1937, "Arabian Boundary Disputes : Bahrain-Qatar, 18 18- 199 1 ", which contains
the following statement: "As regards the Hawar Islands . . . I cannot
hplp rpgretting that the India Office went so far as they seem to have
done in allotting these islands to Bahrein. They are obviously, from
the geographical point of view, a part of Qatar . . . " 5 8 ;
- the well-known and highly critical point of view expressed by Prior,
Political Agent (1929-1932) and Political Resident (1939-1945), to the
effect that the Ha~warIslands "belong to Qatar, a view supported by
Lorimer" '9.
-

-

(b) The Territorial l?.~tentof Qatar: Its Grudual Identity ivith the Territorial Area ($the Peninsulu, Including the Adjucent Islands
158. This aspect nieed not detain us long, since the exclusion of the
Hawar Islands €rom t.he Qatar peninsula as a whole cannot be either supposed o r presumed. O n the contrary, the presumption must be in favour
of their inclusion, by virtue of geography and the unity of the peninsula,
as well as by virtue of law, of the principle of proximity and of the
presence of these islands in the territorial waters.
159. Moreover, by reason of history too, their inclusion is something
more than a presumption: it is an established fact. The history we have
55

"For Official Use only. This document is the property of the Government of India."
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Memorial of Bahrairi, Vol. 6, Ann. 330, document submitted by Bahrain
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Reply of Qatar, Vol. 3, Ann. 111.56. p. 349; emphasis added.
Memorial of Qatar, Vol. 8, Ann. 111.229, p. 129.

'' Reply of Qatar. Vol. 4, Ann. IV.3, p. 11.

traced throughout this opinion shows that the State of Qatar gradually
came into being within the limits of the peninsula.
160. The State of Bahrain is certainly an older edifice than the State of
Qatar, but in its territorial extent the State of Bahrain, which in earlier
centuries controlled almost the entire Arabian shore of the Gulf as far
as Muscat, has shrunk. And from the end of the nineteenth century
the State of Qatar has seen its territorial area gradually expand so as to
coincide with the terr.itory of the peninsula.
161. The evidence furnished by a well-connected specialist who commaiided great authority in his time, Lorirner, confirms the territorial
extent of Qatar in the study which he devoted to that Principality. In particular, in this erudite and well-researched work, he gives a precise, documented list of the islands and islets making up Qatar; it is not surprising
to find that the list contains the Hawar Islands (and Janan as well).

162. We conclude that :
the ruling dynast:y of Qatar crruted u title fbr itsclf in 1868 over the
entire peninsula and the adjacent islands, including the Hawar Islands;
-

-

-

-

this title repluced the title which Bahrain undoubtedly possessed and
which it lost through its silence and juilurc I O cluini after 1868;
this title was gradually consolitlrrtc~d,from 1868 to 1916;
this title was recognizrtl by treaty in 1913, 1914, 1915 and 1916 by the
British, the Ottornans and the Saudis, the regional Powers;
this title has bee:n coqfinlied by the map evidence and, as far as
Hawar is concernied, by, inter ciliu, the legal principle of proximity.

163. As regards the section of the Judgment dealing with delimitation
by a single maritime boundary, we disagree with this on four points:
( u ) the Judgment rules infiu petitu in terms of the Bahraini formula as
applied to the clourse of the single median line:
( h ) the method adopted in order to draw the provisional median line;
( c ) the legal characiterization of Qit'at Jaradah;
( d ) the course of the final line of delimitation.
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(a) The Judgment Rules infra petita in Terms of the Buhruini Forrnulu
us Applied to the Course oj'the Single Mediun lin^
164. The Bahraini formula represents the cornerstone of the maritime
delimitation which the Court must carry out at the express request of the
Parties. As paragraph 67 of the Judgment recalls: "The Parties request
the Court to . . . draw a single maritime boundary between their respective maritime areas, sea-bed, subsoil and superjacent waters."
An analysis of th(: section dealing with the maritime delimitation
enables us to identify three distinct elements:
a definition of the Court's task: to draw a maritime boundary;
( h l the nature of that boundary: a single maritime boundary;
( c ) a statement of the maritime areas to be delimited: the sea-bed, the
subsoil and the superjacent waters.
(LI)

165. We would mcireover recall the following three facts:
(u) The Bahraini foi-mula was accepted by Qatar in December 1990 at

the Doha meetirig (see paragraph 69);
( h j Qatar, in 1991, and Bahrain, in 1993, have extended the breadth of
their respective territorial seas to 12 miles (see paragraph 174);
(c) Finally, Qatar's Application was filed on a date, 8 July 1981. prior
to the decisions extending the breadth of the territorial sea; at that
particular date, the limits were then three miles, so that no problem
of delimitation of territorial waters arose.
166. The present Judgment has, indisputably, satisfied two of the
stipulations set out iil the Bahraini formula. By contrast, as far as the
third element is concerned, and more precisely the relationship between it
and the two preceding ones, the statement in the Judgment that this is to
be "a single maritime boundary that serves other purposes as well" (see
paragraph 174) falls clearly irzfiu petitu having regard to the terms of the
formula. Thus the question is whether identification of the course of the
single maritime boundary has the effect of restricting its scope to a purely
delimitational function. The answer will depend on the impact, in terms
of the definition of the Court's task, to be attributed to the fact that the
maritime areas for delimitation have been expressly enumerated.
167. On examination, it is apparent that the course of the single maritime boundary, whilst constructed within the terms of the formula, does
not entirely satisfy the structural balance established in that compromissory clause. Recourse to the technique of enumerating the areas to be
delimited has a dual aim: ,first, to specify individually the areas for
delimitation and, s c ~ c c ~ ~ dtol jemphasize
.
the distinct nature of each type
of area in relation to the others, since each possesses its own coherent
character in law. The Judgment is correct in speaking of a "single maritime boundary that serves other purposes as well". The single maritime
boundary is not a composite line but a multifunctional one; that is to
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Say, it serves simultaneously as a line of demarcation for each specific
category of area to be delimited throughout its length. It follows that
the single boundary line must not have the effect of changing the nature
of the areas divided by it, or of affecting their legal status. It must cumulatively and simultaneously delimit each area, independently of the régime
governing the maritirne zone through which it passes, without any special
preference o r diminuition in favour of a particular régime or zone. This is
a condition based not simply on considerations of theory o r expediency.
Maximalist tendencie.~can only be counter-productive, given the requirements which governed the general conditions of equilibrium of the Montego Bay Conventiori: a line resulting in the application to that zone of
the sole régimes of the territorial sea and the contiguous zone would have
n o chance of being generally accepted by States. Conversely, a "free-forall" in regard to the régimes governing these maritime areas would run
counter to the security considerations which, inter (llia, underpinned the
projection of territorial jurisdiction into the sea adjacent to coastlines.
Thus, and by analogy with the test of equity which the Court applies in
al1 maritime delimitations, the specific enumeration of areas in the Bahraini formula required the Court to ensure that the result it achieved was
coherent over the enitire maritime area delimited.
168. Maritime delimitation by means of a single multifunctional line
implies, moreover, that the enjoyment and exercise of rights, facilities and
privileges recognized and accorded by law, in particular to neighbouring
o r riparian States of the area to be delimited, be guaranteed and secured.
This is an element inherent in the act of maritime delimitation, the purpose of which is to determine the imaginary line separating the maritime
areas over which eairh State exercises the respective powers held by it
under the law. and constituting the external boundary of each such area.
Delimitation implies neither a discretionary power nor a power of disposa1 over the rights attaching to those areas. In failing to investigate the
impact upon the legal status and régime of the various areas delimited by
the single maritime boundary, the Judgment does not fully meet the
requirements of the IBahraini formula and rules infiu petitcl.
169. In the present case, the Court was bound to investigate whether
the various maritime régimes remained valid in light of the course of the
single maritime bouridary, given that it had awarded the Hawar Islands
to Bahrain and that i.he sea between the Hawars and the Qatar peninsula
is not deep enough for navigation. As a result, it is impossible in practice
for Qatar to commuriicate between the northern and southern parts of its
land territory along its western seaboard. T o this objection, it was replied
that coastal traffic along Qatar's western seaboard was insignificant or of
n o importance. But that argument is unacceptable. Factual considerations cannot. in themselves, suffice to defeat firmly established positive
law rights; navigation, along with fishing, represents one of the primary
uses of the sea. The Judgment kas sought to respond to this problem, but

unfortunately in a reductionist manner in terms of the litigant Parties'
rights. The passage of Qatari vessels, it is said, is protected under the
rules governing the right of innocent passage through Bahrain's territorial sea. The narrowness of the relevant area for delimitation poses the
problem of passage through the superjacent waters of the continental
shelf and beyond the external boundaries of each territorial sea. The Bahraini formula implie:; a test of validity: it was for the Court to assure
itself that the course of the ~rovisionalline had n o adverse effect ub inirio
upon the nature of these areas. A simple factual observation demonstrates that. even at that stage, coastal shipping rights were jeopardized.
170. In strict law, there can be no criticism of the enshrinement of
Qatar's right of innocent passage - like that indeed of any other State through Bahrain's territorial sea between the Hawars and the other Bahraini islands. The resiatement, in the second subparagraph of point (2) of
the operative part of' the Judgment, of this right of innocent passage in
terms of the relations. inter prrr.tcJshas to be assessed at its true worth: on
the one hand, the deihnitive and perpetual nature of these rights, and on
the other their autoriomy and inviolability against any attempt to proclaim these areas interna1 Bahraini waters. However, this solution, which
could have benefited from a bolder approach, ignores a n element of fact
and law.
171. The relations between the Parties are not affected by any problems other than those of maritime delimitation. The peaceful and harmonious use of this area, and the cohabitation of the inhabitants of these
two States, must not suffer undesirable effects as a result of the implementation of the riglit, that is to say the lawful and legitimate introduction of the régime of innocent passage. Without losing sight of the question whether a régime of acquired rights of Qatari fishermen and users is
conceivable o r possible, it was necessary to make specific provision to
deal with the effects of the delimitation.
172. In the present case, the Court could have envisaged a legal solution involving the est.ablishment of a régime for the enjoyinent and exercise of rights of user in respect of the sea, the most sensitive outstanding
question being passage between the northern and southern parts of the
Qatar peninsula alon~gthe western seaboard. The Court could have considered securing such enjoyment of rights and communication by applying withiri the delimited area a régime analogous to that of an "international easement". This would have meant according a foreign State rights
and powers exercisable over a maritime area falling within the jurisdiction of a riparian State0". The result of such an easement régime would
have been to enclave the Hawar Islands and to determine how this was to
affect Bahrain's rights in regard to the need for a passage between its

"" See the dcfiiiition gi\cn bq H. Lauterpacht in "Règles gt.nér;ilea d u droit de la paix".
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main island and Hawar. These auestions merited being examined in
depth prior to identifying any consequences which they might have for
the present proceedings.
173. The creation of a legal enclave, which serves to guarantee the
enjoyment and exercise of a right of passage following a maritime delimitation, is no novelty in international jurisprudence.
In the case concerriing Dclir?litution of the Continentul Sheif'hetiiven
tllc United Kingdon) of' Greut Brituin und Northern Irrlrrnd, und the
Frenclz Rclpublic, Decision of 30 June 1977, the Court of Arbitration
stated :
"the substantial lsoint at issue is whether the presence of the British
archipelago of the Channel Islands close to the French coast is a
'special circumstance' or a circumstance creative of inequity that
calls for a departure from or variation of the equidistance method of
delimitation which the Parties agree to be in principle the applicable
method" ('2.
L

The solution adopted by the Court was a "twofold" one:
"throughout the whole length of the Channel comprised within the
arbitration area the primary boundary of the continental shelf
will be a mid-Channel median line. In delimiting its course in the
Channel Islands region . . ., the Channel Islands themselves are to
be disregarded, since their continental shelf must be the subject
of a second and separate delimitation.
202. The secoi~dpart of the solution is to delimit a second boundary establishing, vis-à-vis the Channel Islands, the southern limit of
the continental shelf held by the Court to be appurtenant to the
French Republic in this region to the south of the mid-Channel
median line. This second boundary must not, in the opinion of the
Court, be so draiwn as to allow the continental shelf of the French
Republic to enciroach upon the established 12-mile fishery zone of
the Channel Isla~nds.The Court therefore further decides that this
boundary shall be drawn at a distance of 12 nautical miles from the
established baselines of the territorial sea of the Channel Islands.
The effect will be to accord to the French Republic a substantial
band of continental shelf in mid-Channel which is continuous with
its continental shelf to the east and west of the Channel Islands
region; and at the same time to leave to the Channel Islands, to their
north and to thieir west, a zone of seabed and subsoil extending
12 nautical miles from the baselines of the two Bailiwicks. The result,
so far as the Channel Islands are concerned, is to enclose them
in an enclave formed, to their north and west, by the boundary

"' See United Nations, R I A A , Vol. XVIII, pp. 3 ff.
"'Ihi(/.. pp. 76-77. para. 148.
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of the 12-mile zone just described by the Court and, to their east,
south and south-,west by the boundary between them and coasts of
Normandy and Brittany, the exact course of which it is outside the
competence of the Court to ~ p e c i f y . " ~ ~
It should be recalled that in that case the issues of the creation of
enclaves o r semi-enclaves were discussed by the litigant Parties in their
arguments before the Court.
174. In international practice, enclaves on the high seas are to be
found "in the North Atlantic, around Jan Mayen Island and in the
Barents Sea" and also in
"the Sea of Okhotsk . . . off the eastern Coast of the Russian Federation, bordered by the Kamchatka peninsula and the island of Sakhaline . . ., an enclave is subject to the régime of the high seas, whilst
being entirely surrounded by one o r more EEZs under national jurisdiction" ("'.
It should also be noted that a decision to create a "maritime corridor"
is not unprecedentecl either: see Cusr concerning tlîr Delimitation of'
Muritinw Arras bettt~rrnCanadu und Fruncc, arbitration presided over
by Judge Jiménez de Aréchaga, former President of this C ~ u r t " ~ .
175. In the present case, the circumstances are such that the basic issue
is not that the course of the median line is creative of inequity, but rather
that this is an inequity which prevents one of the Parties from enjoying
and exercising rights enshrined in international law. A legal adjustment is
required, involving the creation of an "international easement" constituting a "navigation corridor" in the navigable part of the sea between the
main island of Bahrain and the Hawar Islands. The waters of this area
would then remain Bahraini, whilst the enclaved corridor would be subject to "easements" relating to the traditional uses of the sea.
176. It of course goes without saying that the creation of this corridor
must not, however, be a cause of prejudice o r source of inequity for Bahrain in regard to the enjoyment and exercise of its rights of navigation
and overflight when it has to communicate between the two parts of its
land territory and cross the navigation corridor. Bahrain's rights to continuity between the component parts of its territory and to security are of
equal rank with those accorded by positive law to Qatar. It follows that
the régime for the said navigation corridor traversing Bahrain's territorial
sea between its main island and the Hawars also needs to be subject to
some form of legal provision more specifically adapted to the circumstances.
('' United Nations. R I A A . pp. 94-95. paras. 201-202.

E. Nemoz, "Les mers enclavées: l'exemple de la Mer d'Okhotsk: multilatéralisme et
~inilatéralisme". in Esptic.(:~.s
ct r.cssolrrc.c2s t?~uritin~c~.s.
No. 9. 1995. p. 197.
"'United Nations. RI.4A. Vol. XXI. p. 267.

177. Having established the sui generis nature of this area produced by
the legal enclavement of the Hawar Islands, we now have to outline the
general scheme of it:; régime. This legal régime could be represented in
vectorial terms as lying between that of innocent passage and the traditional régime of the high seas. Thus. in the zone currently delimited, a
tradition of usage has arisen which the passage of time has consolidated;
both Bahraini and Qatari nationals using this area have been the direct
joint beneficiaries of this situation. The problem thus concerns the effect.
in terms of right creation, of the delimitation established by the present
decision: the breach of legal continuity, that is to say the break with the
previous situation, n ~ u s tnot in itself be a source of tension in the relations between the Parties to the dispute o r of disturbances in use for the
nationals concerned. In the case concerning KrrsikililSe(1udu 111und ( B o t sit.nnc~lNumibi<ri,the Court made an award of sovereignty in respect of
the disputed island. tietermined the course of the frontier and established
the usage régime governing navigation on the River Chobe. Delimitation cannot, in our view, be reduced to a n abstract exercise confined to a
theoretical definition of the line marking the meeting point of the
external boundaries of the area over which each Party exercises its jurisdiction. When it so aicts, the Court is not seeking to make considerations
of expediency prevail, but to encourage the establishment of peaceful
relations, both in bilateral relations between the States party to the dispute and in the day-to-day activities of the populations concerned.
178. The Court's power to state the conditions which it considers
indispensable for the restoration and consolidation of peaceful relations
between the Parties is a matter requiring examination. Thus it is not for
the Court to substitirte itself for States with a view to defining the terms
of a legal régime diirectly opposable to them; moreover, the principal
judicial organ of the United Nations has no specific competence to exercise judicially powers pertaining to preventive diplomacy. O n examination, however, it is clear that the scope of these remarks requires qualification. The powers conferred upon the Court require it to adopt an
approach that is nclt exclusively a juridical one, but also encompasses
considerations of expediency, of the factual circumstances. Articles 41
of the Court's Statute and 37-38 of its Rules, concerning provisional
nieasures, place particular emphasis, uhoic c r l l rl.s~,on the importance
of the factual circurnstances. The Court does not base itself exclusively
on reasons of pure law in order to indicate such measures; the abovementioned provisions accord it a special power: a discretional power to
determine whether the circumstances require the indication of such
measures and what the most appropriate measures are. It would be
something of a paradox if a jurisdictional decision founded on urgency
were to be deprived of the desired effect because of constraints relating
to the exercise by the Court of its jurisdiction. In order to act, the
Court first assesses the risks to the Parties' rights in the case and then
indicates the measur.es required in order to protect those rights, for which
the Court is responsible by reason of its seisin of the case.
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179. Sec-orzdly. in the case concerning KusikililSedudu Island ( B o t sii~analNatnihiu),the Court enriched the case law on the peaceful settlement of disputes. Previously, it had espoused the traditional doctrine.
Thus in the case concerning Pussuge through the Greut Belt (Finlatzd
v. Denmark). the Court stated that it would welcome a n agreement
between Finland and Denmark for the friendly settlement of the disputeoo. It forcefully i-estated this wish in the case concerning the Acriul
It~citlentof 10 August 1999 (Pukistun v. in di^)^'.
The contribution of the decision in the KusikililSedudu I.slund ( B o t .~1t~nnalNrit~7ibiu)
case lies in the fact that, proprio moru. the Court
regarded as an element in the settlement of the merits of the dispute the
arrangements for navigation on the Chobe. In the present case, there has
been a development which is worth underlining: the second subparagraph
of paragraph 2 of the operative part of the Judgment. However, given the
particular circumstarices, and with a view to securing appropriate enjoyment and exercise of user rights within the delimited area, it would have
been preferable to recall a further obligation incumbent upon Bahrain
and Qatar: the conclusion of an agreement, the terms of which it would
be for the Parties themselves to prescribe.
180. It follows from the foregoing that, by reminding the Parties to
these proceedings of the obligation to respect both the legal régimes governing the areas delimited and their own rights, the Court would have
carried out in full the: task required of it by the Bahraini formula if it had
applied the validity test and identified its consequences. However, the
Court was not invited in this case to prescribe detailed terms and conditions guaranteeing the enjoyment and exercise by the Parties of their
respective rights. The Court is accordingly not competent to d o this.
Responsibility for the conception, formulation and implementation of
this dual guarantee régime, through the creation of a maritime navigation
corridor and the establishment of rules for the crossing of that corridor,
are a matter for the two Parties. In accordance with its established case
law, it was incumbent upon the Court to instruct the Parties to endeavour to reach a n eqiiitable solution through negotiations carried on in
good faith and to rectify by treaty o r agreement the inequitable result
noted.

(b) The Metliod Adopted in Order to Dru111the Provisionul
Metliun Line

18 1. The two principles upon which the law governing the delimitation of the territorial sea hinges must, in Our view, be interpreted as
follows:
h"
("

See I. C.J. R<~port.sI Y Y l , p. 20. para. 35.
Judgmcnt cif 27 Junr 2000. I.C.J. Rc'1î01.i~2000. pp. 33-34. paras. 51-55

186. Examination of the respective travaux prépuratoires for the
Geneva instruments and for the Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea discloses a change in approach. The International Law
Commission seems t,o have demonstrated a preference for having baselines serve both to fir; the boundary with the high seas and also to fix the
equidistance line. But this stance by the Commission was not confirmed
at the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea. Within
negotiating Group VII, which dealt with the question of the delimitation
of the continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone, the problem of
basepoints was a matter on which the delegations were unable to agree:
some favoured adoption of the equidistance line, others an equitable
solution. The former wished not only purely and simply to extend application of the normal baseline to al1 areas, but also to accord it this dual
function; the merit of this solution lay in its mathematical simplicity. For
the latter group, on the other hand, the search for an equitable solution
did not reauire from the outset the a d o ~ t i o nof criteria that were a source
of inequity, o r the automatic application of one principle o r method in
particular. In some c,ases this approach would have such distorting effects
that there could be rio question of raising it to the status of an absolute
rule. T o d o so would be to create an obstacle to the conclusion of delimitation agreements between neighbouring States. The disagreement on this
point, both within negotiating Group VI1 and within the Conference
itself, calls into question the proposals and interpretations espoused by
the International Law Commission in 1953 and 1956.
In conclusion, it il; not established that in law baselines serve both for
purposes of delimitation and for the fixing of the external boundaries of
maritime areas.
187. As far as casce law is concerned, the Court has had to rule on this
question on a numbe:r of occasions; it has not however endorsed the principle that the normal baseline be accorded a dual function. During the
period immediately following the adoption of the Montego Bay Convention, the Court, aware of the results of the work of the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, and in particular of the work
of negotiating Group VII, did not follow the proposals and conclusions
of the International Law Commission.
188. Already in 1984, in the case concerning the Delimitation of tlîe
Maritime Boundary in the Guif of' Maine Area, the Chamber excluded :
"any method wlhich takes tiny islands, uninhabited rocks or low-tide
elevations, sometimes lying at a considerable distance from terra
firma, as basepoint for the drawing of a line intended to effect an
equal division of a given areaWbX.
The decision in the case concerning the Continental Slîelf' (Lihyrrn
I.C.J. R q ~ o r t s1984, pp. 329-330. para. 201

Arab JumahiriyalMuita) made the position even clearer when it excluded
the island of Filfla as basepoint for the drawing of the provisional median
line, even though it was used by Malta to measure the breadth of its
territorial sea. Thus, for the Court:
"the baselines as determined by coastal States are not per se identical
with the points chosen on a coast to make it possible to calculate the
area of continental shelf appertaining to that State. In this case, the
equitableness of an equidistance line depends on whether the precaution is taken of eliminating the disproportionate effect of certain
'islets, rocks andl minor coastal projections', to use the language of
the Court in its 1969 Judgment. quoted a b ~ v e . " ~ ~
The term equituble characterizes both the result to be achieved and the
means to be applied to reach that result '".
189. Admittedly, it might be asked whether the case concerning Muritime Delimitution in tlze Areu hetiivcn Greerzluntl and Jun Muyen (Denmurk v. Norivuy) does not represent a break with the previous jurisprudence, when the Court States:
"The area of overlapping claims in this case is defined by the
median line and the 200-mile line from Greenland, and those lines
are both geometi-ical constructs; there might be differences of opinion
over basepoints, but given defined basepoints, the two lines follow
automatically. The median line provisionally drawn as first stage in
the delimitation process has accordingly been defined by reference to
the basepoints indicated by the Parties on the coasts of Greenland
and Jan Mayen.""
Here, the use of the subjunctive "might" instead of the present indicative denotes the absence of disagreement between the Parties over the
identification of the 'basepoints, their disagreement being confined to the
issue of the breadth of the maritime areas. It should, moreover, be noted
that in "macrogeographic" terms the areas in question are vast, having
nothing in common with the area between Qatar and Bahrain. Should we
then accord general scope to the statement that, "given defined basepoints, the two lines follow automatically"? The use of the adverb autonzaticully would justify an affirmative reply, which would find support in
the work of the International Law Commission. However, on examination this conclusion cannot be upheld: in the first place both Denmark
and Norway are pal-ties to the Geneva Conventions of 1958 and 1960,
and participants in a network of regional agreements which have favoured
the development of a law and practice shared by the States of the region.
In the second place, in the absence of disagreement between the Parties,

"" I.C.J. Rc~portc.1985. p. 48. para. 64.
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the Court did not consider it necessary to deal with the question of a "difference of opinion", since this was in any case a hypothetical issue here.
The Court was conteint to place on record the respective basepoints and
lines proposed by each Party, satisfying itself that no challenge to those
proposals had been made. In these circumstances, the Court's conclusion
is to be contrasted with the test of inequity ah initio applied in the cases
Continclntal Sheij" ( Tzrni.siuILihyun A rub Jum~ihirij~a)
of 1982 and Continrntul S f ~ e l (Lihycrn
f
Aruh J a t n a h i r i j ~ t r l M ~ i of
l t ~1985. In effect iri 1993,
in its decision in the case concerning Maritirnc. Delitnitution in the Areu
hrtii,cen Greenlcruzd und Jrriî Mcr~,c>rz
"
,lDenn7urk v. Norii,ulti. the Court
proceeded in the sanie manner, relying on the lack of challenge to the
basepoints and lines designated by each Party. Thus the Court proceeds
on a case-by-case basis and reserves the right to decide on the equitableness of basepoints and lines, irrespective of whether o r not these are proposed by the parties to a dispute.
190. Contrary to what the Judgment appears to suggest, the systematic use of basepoints and lines to calculate the extent of the continental
shelf and the exclusive economic zone, and to fix the external boundaries
of those areas, is not prescribed by law, o r by the Court's case law. The
final solution is based on a specific appreciation of the factual circumstances, which courtij assess at their discretion with the assistance of a
minimum of mathematical apparatus and of a sense of equity.
191. In a delimitation of the territorial sea. this sense of equity is also
a requirement of law. We can only criticize, and most particularly so in
the present case, the interpretation which the Judgment gives to the
"equidistancelspecial circumstances" rule, which is the norm applicable
here. Contrary to tht: solution reached in the Judgment, the relationship
between the two notions of equidistance and special circumstances is one
between equal and opposite forces, to borrow a term from mathematics.
In 1958, a Yugoslav proposal hostile to the reference to "special circumstances" was rejectedl not on conceptual grounds, but because of the difficulties involved in interpreting this notion, which was regarded as too
vague and too subjective. However, we would recall the masterly presentation of the theory of special circumstances by the United Kingdom delegate, Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice, subsequently judge of this Court. In Sir
Gerald Fitzmaurice's view, special circumstances comprised considerations of equity and the particular configuration of a Coast; to these two
initial circumstances was added a reference to historical titles, which had
been the subject of an amendment proposed by the Federal Republic of
Germany. By contrilst, there was n o mention of islands, either in the
speeches o r in the firial version of Article 5. From 1958, and the truvuu.~
prc;parutoirrs confirrn this, equidistance could be applied as the standard
criterion, as long as this did not produce a result contrary to the requirements of a n equitable solution, for, in general:
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"while international law requires that a delimitation be rooted in
title, it also imposes the requirement of a n equitable result. Both
conditions . . . are necessary; neither is enough on its ~ w n . " ~ ~
192. As far as equidistance is concerned, the real question concerns the
identification of the basepoints. No systematic answer can readily be
given on this point. In the case concerning Muritirne Drlirnitution in the
Arecl hrtiiren Grernlunci und Jun Muyen (Dennzurk v. Norivuy). the
Court was not faced with any problem, since the points utilized by each
of the Parties were not disputed, and the choice appeared acceptable to
them, because it was regarded as equitable. In the absence of agreement
between the States concerned, it is difficult to speak of a general solution
o r applicable principle in circumstances where island features are situated
close to a Coast; in :;orne cases islands are disregarded, in others taken
into account. for purposes of drawing the median provisional line. In
1973, certain Africari States had proposed that the attribution of maritime areas to islands in general, and in particular to small islands, must
be made in accordance with equitable principles; al1 factors and circumstances should be taken into account, including surface area, population,
distance from the principal territory, geological configuration and particular interests of island and archipelagic States (Seabed Committee,
doc. AIAC. 138189 arid Rev. 1). The objections in the Gulf'of Muine case
to the equidistance line proposed by Canada on the basis of points which
it had itself chosen demonstrate the limits encountered in practice where
there is confusion between the points utilized in order to calculate the
breadth of maritime areas and those adopted to determine the external
boundaries of those areas7'. Thus equity must also govern the choice of
the basepoints utilized for purposes of maritime delimitation. The search
for an equitable solution implies that considerations deriving from the
requirements of equity be consistently taken into account at every stage
of the act and operation of delimitation. It was necessary for the Court to
recall that the choice of basepoints must also be equitable, as must be the
method used and the result sought. "[Tlhe equitableness of an equidistance line depends on whether the precaution is taken of eliminating the
disproportionate effiict of certain islets, rocks and niinor coastal proj e c t i o n ~ . "This
~ ~ reqluirement also reflects the provisional character of
the equidistance line, since allowance for special circumstances merely
implies a simple adjustment of the line thus drawn on a provisional basis.
Inequitable basepoints will affect the course of the true median line,
and hence the equitaible nature of the solution adopted.

P. Weil. Prrspccrii.cc hr droit (IL, lu (Ii.lirnitution nzuritime. 1088. p. 90.
See 1.C.J. Rr~ports1984, pp. 329-330. para. 210.
7-' 1.C.J. Reports 1985. p. 48. para. 64.
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193. Following the award of the Hawar Islands, and above al1 of
Qit'at Jaradah, to Bahrain and, to a lesser degree, of Janan to Qatar, the
Court, given the narrowness of the delimited area was bound to ask itself
whether the choice of the traditional basepoints was an equitable one.
Grounds of law are in this case opposed by equity. Thus, in giving effect
to islets o r features located at a greater distance from the main island of
Bahrain than the Ha,war Islands are from Qatar, the Judgment failed to
take account of any e:lement other than those relating to title. The test of
equitableness used t c ~adjust the single line was applied by reference to
basepoints which hacl not first been examined to ensure that their choice
was equitable. In the event, the final choice of basepoints resulted in
the equidistance line being located too far to the west, because of the
exaggerated effects accorded t o tiny, unimportant features. The drawing
of the provisional equidistance line on the basis of the points chosen
here, namely what are called "maritime features" o r "le,sjOrmations tnuritimes". had the effeci: of distorting the general direction of the coastline.
It is surely curious thut the sea sl~ouldbe dominatecl not hj, terru jrrna
but hy minor mariti,we jkutures, precisely lucking jirm ,joundutions. If
the principle of the pre-eminence of terra firma over the sea had been
respected, the direct result would have been a baseline which faithfully
followed the coastliine, and an equidistance line which respected the
topography of the land and its coastlines.
The provisional equidistance line should, in the circumstances of the
case, have been constructed by reference to equitably chosen baselines,
which would have required its being moved to the west of the line proposed by the Judgment. In the circumstances of the case it was incumbent
upon the Judgment to satisfy this requirement if the method for drawing
the provisional line was to be an equitable one, based on points which
were also equitable.

(c) Legal Characterizution

of' Qit'at Jaradah

194. The conclusion, in paragraph 195 of the Judgment, that
"the maritime feature of Qit'at Jaradah satisfies the abovementioned critelria [in Article 10, paragraph 1, of the 1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone and Article 121,
paragraph 1, of the 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea] and
that it is an islaild which should as such be taken into consideration
for the drawing of the equidistance line"
is disputable given tlne geophysical characteristics of this feature.
195. There are a number of factors which cast doubt upon the view
that Qit'at Jaradah is geographically an island: the inconsistency of the
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experts' opinions; the fact that it is not indicated as an island on British
Admiralty charts (see attached map, p. 215, below) (see paragraph 193 of
the Judgment); the removal of the upper surface of the feature in 1986
(paragraph 192 of the Judgment); and, finally, the sedimentation which
has taken place since then. In the absence of precise information, it would
appear that there is currently a tiny maritime feature of very small size
appearing above the svaterline at the location known as Qit'at Jaradah.
196. I t is not for the Court to settle a dispute involving theoretical discussions of physical geography. But, irrespective of the legal and political
dimension of the question whether o r not Qit'at Jaradah is a n island in
law, we must not los<: sight of a consideration of basic common sense:
one cannot have contradictory answers to one and the same question.
According to the Dic,tionnuirc Robert: "An island is an area of terra
firma which emerges permanently from the water"; the Cumbridge Interr~ationulDictiotlary of E~zglislzspeaks of "a piece of land completely surrounded by water". For its part, the first paragraph of Article 121 of the
Montego Bay Conveiition defines an island as "a naturally formed area
of land, surrounded by water, which is above water at high tide". Over
and above editorial differences inherent in the aims of the respective disciplines, it will be noted that the problem turns on considerations of
hydrography (high tide) and geomorphology (a naturally formed area of
land).
197. First, the hydrographie element: "high tide" is an important
factor in the definition of a n island under the 1982 Convention; this
criterion is more precise than that used in everyday language. Here,
appearance above the waterline at high tide is the essential condition
in order for a naturally formed area of land to be characterized as an
"island" rather than as a low-tide elevation.
198. Next, geomorphological considerations, which entail examination
of the question of the composition of the "land" comprising an island:
"natural area of land". "area of terra firma". The "naturalness" of an
insular feature has been the subject of fierce debate, both in doctrine and
in the work of codification. 1s the land
a product of nature
the consequence of geological action o r of sedimentation? A proposal by H.
Lauterpacht to inseri. the adjective "natural" before "area of land" was
rejected by the International Law Commission in 195475.It was on a proposai by the United States, who were hostile to any artificial, abusive
extension of the territorial sea and to aily encroachment on the freedom
of the high seas, that a n amendment was adopted providing for the insertion of the word "natural" in the paragraph dealing with the definition of
a n i ~ l a n d ' ~The
. sense of the term has itself changed. Since the Anna case,
it would seem that it had been accepted that the geomorphological com-

-
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position of a feature was irrelevant: sediment, mud, coral, madrepore,
or terra firma properly so-called7'. But contrary to the judgment of Sir
William Scott in that case, the Montego Bay Convention departed quite
significantly from those principles.
The fact that the land lies above the high-water line is not enough in
itself for a feature to be characterized as an island; only areas of terra
firma can be accorded the status of island under Article 121 of the Law of
the Sea Convention. I n the first place, Article 121 introduces a distinction
between islands and "rocks", whose legal régime is dealt with in the third
paragraph. The treatinents of rocks and islands are not identical, even
though both are featilres permanently above the high-water line and of
stable geomorphological composition.
Secondly, areas of land lying above the high-water line are not confined to islands. The 1982 Convention expressly refers to atolls. but provides no legal definition of these; in geographical terms, they are "ringshaped coral reefs in warm seas, enclosing a lagoon communicating with
the high sea" (Dictioiqnuire Robert). In terms of their geomorphological
composition, atolls are not terra firma, and therefore cannot be accorded
the status of islands. In short, atolls are features or elevations consisting
of a mixture of sedimient, mud, coral and madrepore.
Cays are also areas of land lying permanently above sea level. "A cay
is an islet or elevation composed of sand compacted to a greater or lesser
degree" (Grund Lar.oussr universel). This is a category of maritime
feature which remains above the waterline at high tide but which is not
terra firma in the ordinary, traditional sense of the term. Unlike islands,
atolls, or even artific:ial islands, the Montego Bay Convention does not
refer to cays as a geographical category recognized by law.
199. As regards Qit'at Jaradah, the various changes which this feature
has undergone can be explained on the one hand by the absence of terra
firma and on the other by the fact that it has been formed by accretion,
that is to say, "a process of agglomeration of inorganic elements, solid or
liquid" (Dictionnaire Robert). Thus the question is whether it can be
assimilated to an island within the meaning of Article 121 of the 1982
Convention. The answer must be a negative one, for its geomorphological characteristics place it in a category not provided for in the Montego
Bay Convention.
200. The assimilation of islands to land territory is moreover explicable purely in terms of geomorphological considerations: in both cases,
by contrast with atolls and cays, the stable underlying element is terra
firma; thus they have a physically durable base which ensures their per-
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manence. In the case of Qit'at Jaradah, how otherwise to explain the
ease with which the upper surface could be removed and subsequently
restored? In law, thiç assimilation must be understood in cor~junction
with the notion of effectiveness of sovereignty; sovereignty, in international law, implies a minimum stable terrestrial base, which is not to be
found in maritime feaitures above the waterline which are not islands.
In support of this difference in treatment as between a n island and
other maritime features which appear above the waterline at high tide, we
may cite official marine charts. These documents, because of the need to
meet the safety requirements of marine navigation, offer the best descriptions and evidence of the location and status of features situated within
maritime waters.
201. Finally, what makes the Court's solution for Qit'at Jaradah even
more debatable is the fact that not only did it treat it as an island, but it
then awarded it to Bahrain, whereas the precise calculations of distance
carried out by the Court-appointed hydrographer indicate that it is closer
to Qatar than to Bahrain.

(d) Tlzc Course

of the Final Dclimitatinn

LNZC

202. It is regrettable that a single vote was taken on the course of the
delimitation line. There was n o need for such a restriction, either legally
o r technically.
203. In terms of law, the Parties indicated, with arguments in support
of their positions, thait the area for delimitation consisted of two sectors:
a northern sector and a southern sector. The similarity in their positions
did not imply that they were in agreement on the CO-ordinates of the
point of separation csf the two sectors. This lack of agreement should
have led the Court to determine those co-ordinates in light of the circumstances of the case. and in particular of the technical data.
204. Technically. .the point of separation of the delimitation line is
simple to determine. First, the geometrical reference figure is the provisional equidistance line (Sketch-map No. 2). The Court's uncertainty as
to whether Fasht al Azm was part of the Bahraini island of Sitrah
resulted in the construction of two theoretical median lines, whose ends
run northward from the point where Fasht al Azm ceases to have effect.
In the southern sector, the junction point is located in the area of Qit'at
el Erge. Src.ond this southern junction of the two theoretical lines is the
most northerly point where Rabad al Gharbiyah has effects upon the
equidistance line. Hence, technically, this latter point represents the point
of separation between the two sectors of the delimitation lines.
205. In terms of the delimitation, if the northern sector had been
defined in this way we would have voted in favour. Overall, the delimita-
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tion line laid down in the Judgment mitigates the inequity of the final
solution, in particular by the lack of effect accorded to Qit'at Jaradah.
Some adjustments coiild, however, have slightly improved the solution.
In effect
and this is very much a subsidiary point - the geographical location of Qit'at Jaradah in relation to the Parties' respective mainlands is instructive. PLswe have just pointed out above, this feature is
situated, according to the hydrographie calculations, 17.1 13 km from the
Qatar peninsula and 21.698 km from the main island of Bahrain. If Fasht
al Azm were attachecl to the island of Sitrah, the distance would have
been 11.605 km, but on this point the Court refrained from making any
judicial ruling that would have enabled this fact to be taken into account.
Thus the maritime delimitation was affected by the excessive influence
accorded to Qit'at Jaradah by the ruling on the maritime delimitation,
which was thus distorted in an inequitable manner.
This anomaly is aggravated by the fact that Qit'at Jaradah is accorded
a n effect of 500 m, eviin though the Court had decided not to give it any
effect at al1 and to draw the delimitation line at a strict tangent to Qit'at
Jaradah. This has distorting consequences for the northern part of the
line.
The position is further aggravated by the fact that the Court has established a single maritime boundary on the basis of two contradictory
maps, an American one for the southern sector and a British one for
the northern sector. This duality in the Court's approach is somewhat
puzzling, since it would have been more normal for it to rely on a single
map for the entire colurse of the line and to choose the most recent one,
providing the most up-to-date data. This was the British map, prepared
in 1994 by the Admii-alty of the country that had for many years been
the protecting power in the region and was thus quite well informed of
the true situation. This British bathymetric chart clearly demonstrates
the geographical continuity between the Hawars and Qatar, which form
a single entity and together constitute the Qatari peninsula. But in
choosing to rely rather on the American map for this southern sector
of the single boundary, the Court was able to represent the low-water
line in that southern sector in an arbitrary manner only, thus raising
fears as to the legibility of the decision and above al1 creating ~i reul risk
of trn~pututiorzof the territor}' od' Qutur. proper.. Thus the choice of the
less suitable map for the southern sector leaves serious doubts, not only
as to the fairness, but also as to the simple accuracy. of the line
obtained. Havine failed to choose the British m a n it would have been
better if the Judgment had not assumed responsibility for errors in
the course of the lin12and had instead invited the Parties to nezotiate
that course on the basis of indications [rom the Court.
For al1 of the reasons set out above. we regret that we cannot accept
responsibility for any amputation of Qatar's territory.
-
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206. In this particularly sensitive case, where public opinion is easily
roused, it would have been open to the Court to render its Judgment
more readily acceptable if it had taken the initiative of more o r less
directly encouraging the two Parties to envisage the possibilitj~o f ' n ~ u t u u l
Jinunciul c.ompensutic.~n.The Court's judicial function is not basically
incompatible with a certain capacity to make suggestions, o r even indicate guidelines, to the parties. Juridical technique has more resources in
this regard than might be imagined. On the opening day of the hearings,
Professor Salmon made it clear that the return of the Hawars to Qatar
would necessarily be accompanied by the compensation of any interests
affected by such decision. We are thinking rather of an additional possibility, which would lhave been open to the Court thanks to a certain
effort of the imagination from which it should not have debarred itself,
particularly in a case so sensitive for both Parties.
207. We were prornpted in this direction by two factors: the first was
Bahrain's reference to its relative poverty; the second is the precedent
constituted by a delimitation agreement between Saudi Arabia and,
precisely, Bahrain. While the former is of no legal relevance whatever,
as the entire body of international jurisprudence has consistently demonstrated, the latter, by contrast, may be taken as a good example to
be recommended by the Court and followed by the Parties. If the precedent of the Saudi-Bahraini agreement, provided by two Gulf States,
one of which is party to the present proceedings, had been so suggested.
it would have allovied the Court to take account indirectly of the
otherwise inadmissible arguments concerning the relative poverty of
Bahrain.
208. What happened was the following. In the course of negotiations
with Saudi Arabia, Bahrain invoked its economic difficulties; whereupon
the Saudis proposed ithat Bahrain should recognize their sovereignty over
a disputed island, in return for which the two parties would share the
area's resources.
209. The delimitation agreement of 22 February 1958 (which entered
into force four days later following the exchange of instruments of ratification on 26 Febriiary 1958) includes an interesting Article 2. which
reads as follows:
"ln view of the desire of His Highness the Ruler of Bahrain and
the consent of His Majesty the King of Saoudi Arabia, the oil
resources in the: area mentioned and delimited above in the part
belonging to the Kingdom of Saoudi Arabia shall be developed in
the manner which His Majesty may choose, on condition that licl
giixcs tlzc' Governnicwt of' Bulirui~zIzulf' qf' tliut ulhic/i pert~iins to tlie
S~iurliArrrhicrn C;oi.~~rnnlcnt
oj'tlic. net inconle ~lc>rived
fion1 tlzis developmrtzt. It is understood that this sliull not impair [lie right qf'.soi,-
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ereignty and ud/?iinistrution of the Saudi Arabia Government in the
above mentionecl area." 7x
210. We would point out in passing that this agreement was not negotiated by the United Icingdom, the protecting State, in the name of Bahrain, its protected State, but by Bahrain itself, which on this occasion
exercised, in 1958, its own,jus tr.acta~uun~.
It should be noted in the second place that the lir-ie drawn apparently
refrained from taking any account of the attribution of the Hawars to
Bahrain. It did not resolve the issue. Point No. 1 of the median line
drawn is the equidistance point between a point A (corresponding to
the southernmost point of the island of Bahrain at Ra's-al-Barr) and a
point B on the Saucli Coast at Ra's-abu-Maharrah. Thus Bahrain did
not have the Hawars brought into the equation.
Thirdly and lastly, it should be noted that certain islands and low-tide
elevations were not taken into account at al1 in the delimitation.
21 1. T o return to our suggestion, we feel that this 61-year-old dispute
would be finally given its quietus if the legal position were restored, with
the Hawars being retilrned to Qatar, subject to a n obligation to share not
only "oil resources" (as in the 1958 agreement with Saudi Arabia), but
also al1 other resources (natural gas, tourism and fisheries) which those
territories might provide. For, if the latter d o not contain oil, as would
appear to be the case, the agreement embodying Our suggestion would
lose its entire point if it were restricted to "oil resources".
212. Finally, it shc~uldbe emphasized that the Saudi-Bahraini example
of 1958 does not represent an isolated case. Such arrangements are more
frequent than one might think. We would point out in particular that, at
the Summit of the Oirganization for African Unity (OAU) held in Rabat
(Morocco) in June 1972, Algeria and Morocco signed two agreements,
one drawing the froritier between the two countries, keeping the region
known as Ghara-Djebilet under Algerian sovereignty, and the other
granting to Morocco one half of the region's mineral resources (in particular. high-content iron ore). The African Heads of State present at this
Rabat Suinmit were witnesses to that agreement.

XI. F I N A LCONCLUSION
213. T o conclude this opinion, a dissenting one to Our regret, we
believe that the Court was correct in refusing to apply the principle of uti
7 h Emphiisis added. See United States of Americ;~.Department of State. Bure;iii of
Intelligence and Researcli. Iritc~rtr(rriontr1Bolrnt/rrry Srlrl/j., Srrivs A . Lit~iitsiil rli<, Sï(rs.
Cotltit~~~trrtrl
.SIi<~lf'Botriit/t~~.
Btrhr.t~itrlS~rutli
Aruhicr. No. 12, Miirch 1970.

possidetis juris to the present case. We are in full agreement with the
Court's analysis in this regard. And yet, as representatives of the various
legal systems of the continent of Africa, we are committed to that principle and have never lost sight of its importance for the post-colonial
phase of State development in Africa under conditions of stability and
peace.
214. However, Our agreement with the Court's analysis ruling against
the application of the principle to the present case is inspired by a variety
of reasons. First, the "special relationship of protection" between the
United Kingdom and the two States parties to the present dispute gave
rise to a flexible division, evolving over time, of responsibilities between
the protecting Power and the protected State, as a result of which the
State retained its personality; this was not the case for most countries in
Africa. There could be no question of applying the principle of uti possidetis juris, since n o new subject of international 1aw had been created;
that is to say, there was n o State succession in the present case.
215. Second in our view, simple reasons of legal ethics required the
rejection of uti possidetis jlrris as a relevant title. N o one can be unaware
of the real motives underlying the legal contrivance which was the British
decision of 1939, directly inspired as it was by rival oil interests. The
authors of that decisicsn troubled themselves so little with legal coherence
that the only "principle" applied was: "oil dominates the land and the
scu". We could not tt-ierefore find a legal pretext for ratifyirig such a decision without making Our own contribution to this kind of contrived,
deceptive legal edificr: which poorly conceals the interests clearly underlying it and is damaging to the rights of the peoples concerned.
216. Finally, the principle of uti yossidefis juris is generally applied in
a "global" manner, in that it confines itself to "photographing" the
boundary situation between two newly independent States and conferring
on that situation the status of inviolability. There is not necessarily any
requirement to undertake a detailed examination of the various colonial
texts which c o n t r i b u t ~ ~individually,
d,
to the creation of that boundary. In
the present case, by icontrast, it is the detail of a single text that we are
directly invited to examine.
217. It follows that, in the particular case of a decision like that of
1939, we were bouncl to undertake a critical examination of the validity
of that text, measured by the yardstick of modern methods of interpretation and on the basiij of the rules and principles of contemporary international law, in which colonial o r protectorate law have no place.
(Signed) Mohammed BEDJAOUI.
(Signed) Raymond RANJEVA.
(Signed) Abdul G. KOROMA.
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